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Executive Summary 
Figure I: The Explorer Robot Platform 
This report documents the research, desl\ln, manufacturing ~nd testing of ar Unmanned Ground Vehicle 
(UGVj robotic platform. Robotic pjatbrms such as these are typically used as Urban Search and ResGUe 
(USAR) plallorms, as in the World Trade Tower collapses in 2001, Mwever this platfarm was designed to 
be a general purpose platform with applications beyond search and rescue. 
This is the 5" iteration of the platform. It was originally conceived as a platform for transporting mapping 
equIpment into the are passes or mines. As the project mat .... ed it progressed trarr a solution to this spoclfic 
problem into a general p.Jrpase vehicle for transportir>J a viYiety of equipment into ~ v ~riety af ha>:ardous 
environments. Throl.lgh The University 01 Cape Town (UCTI Robotics and A~ents Research Laboratory's 
in~olvement with the RoboCup Soccer project, the RoboCup Rescue competition emerged as an ideat test 
bed and development community for thiS type of platform, WMe the competItion focuses specificaiy on 
USAR robots, the test procedures and equipment in use have many possible applications. Papers detailino 
the design of partic;pating robots were anatysed lor useful design features ard failings to a~oid the mary 
stumtling blocks for development of such a platform_ Commercial robotic platforms such as the iRobot--'O<: 
Pock Bot were also invest'Jated, 
The platform was deslilned LlSln~ Pro\ Engineer design software. Design was done according to a top 
down methodDlogy, where a central document containing key speCifications was maintained and component 
dimensions were deri~ed trom this document. Thus changing any key specification would ootomatically 
alter the geometry of affected parts_ This was deemed desir<DIe due to the complex and compact nature 
of the de~ign, The design of the platform (see F'liIure 21 is dominated by the two wide drive tracks . Eoch 
track encloses a sidepod 'In which the lithium-Ion drive batteries are housed, while much of the rest of 
the sidepod was lett empty to pro~ide space br lun..-e equipment to be added Each trock runs on 2 wide 
pulleys with the front pulley serving as the drive pulley_ Each of the 4 corners of the platJorm also feature 
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Spine 
Figure 2: The major sub-systems of the platform. 
a flipper arm which provides added flexibility in maneuvering aroond and ovef obstacles, The drive motors 
tor the front fl'PPers are located ins'ode the front dnve pu l eys, while the rear ftippers are driven togethef 
by a s'lngle mot",' II1side the teft sidepod. In addition :0 the flipper motors, the drive motors bf the main 
tracks are also endosed wHhin the fr""t pulley to make optlmJm use of the availabie space on the small 
platform . The layout of the drive pulleys is shown In Figure 3. The main structural element of the platform 
is the central spine onto which the sub-assemtlies atfach The platform atso features an accessofy deck 
designed 10 allow Ihe moontirtg 01 Qeneral purpose equipment in light of the mJltiple uSe objective for the 
platform, The design atfernp!s to make use of as lew url que parts as possible. For instance, left and ri Qht 
sidepods are made up of identical parts with the exception of the m<J<Jnt for the rear flipper motor in the 
left sidepod. All 4 pulleys were designed to be rlentical, with different covers being used on the tront and 
rear. The design also requires only size 2.5 and 3 Allen keys to disassemble, as care was taken to use only 
fasteners accepting these tool sizes to minimize the requiremenTs for maintenance in The field. 
Manufacturing of the components makinQ up the platform took place in the UCT Mechanical Engineering 
workshop. Where possible parts were machined on a standard mill or Isthe. Msny of the parts made use of 
the GNG machining faci i ties available in the workshop This allowed lor the functions of multiple parts to be 
combined into a single more complex part. It also allowed for complex patterns for machlning away material 
to reduce the mass of parts where possibie, This is particularly ""ident on the spine of the robot which has 
locatinQ. fixing and cabie routing features integraled 'Into one part. In total the platform required 58 unique 
parts with a tctal of 170 machined components. 
Tests were run to benchmark the petiormance 01 the platf«m. These measured The power requirements 
while petiorrri ng maneuvers at ya~ous speeds. Testing of the platform revealed a nUrr1:>er or problems 
particularly with track alignment and torque requirements. A lew alteraTions were made 10 partially rectHy the 
track alignment issue and oesrboxes wHh hiQher redJctions were placed on the drive motors to compensaTe 
for the increased torque requi rements. A number of recommendati""s sre made for future development of 
a plattorm such as this, the critical ones being a reduction in weight and the deyelopment of a system to 
manage track alignment. 
ii 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Figure 1 1 The Robotic Platlorm 
A core impetus for technological development has always been to remove humans Irom jobs which are too 
dirty, dull and dangerous. Unmanned Graund Vehicle, (UGVs) may address 00" or all of those criteria . 
Urban Search and Rescue (USAR), environmental assessment and mapping, specificall~ in hazardous en-
vironments meet all three criteria. While the level of danger involved 'MJuld dissuade most from considering 
these tasks dull, few would deny that they are tedious, and when the level of danger is coupled with the 
l!!\IeI of tedilJm these tasks entail. they become prime cardidates for rDbatie erdeavars 
Research Into rescue robotics began in earnest In 1995 after the loss of life ,n the Hanshin-Aw8Jii eanhql.Jake 
in Japan, and the Oklahoma City Bcrnbir>g in the United States Tecimological development in the early 
1990's had made it feasible that challenges faced by rescuers in these disasters could be alleviated by 
rObotics_ The next push came after the 2001 attacks (Xl the World Trade Towers in N"", York City_ The 
rescue elforts in the immediate aftermath of the building collapses utifrsed a number 01 robots up to the 
paint of failure, and provided the first analySls of rescue robot performance In a real disaster area 111- The 
robots used in search and rescue efforts at the World Trade Tower collapse are shO'Hn in Figure 1.2, The 
Intersection 0/ research interest, availability of technoklgy and military lunding for UGVs ensued with the 
subsequent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan _ A ro;mber 0/ commercia! vehicles emerged to meet this market. 
One of the most successful, with real world law-enforcement. search and reSCue and military use, is the 
iRobot~ Pack Bot, shown in Figure 1 3_ 
The UCT Robotics and Agents Laboratory had h'lstarically been involved in variOUS RoboCup Soccer 
leagues. In 2005 a RobaCup Rescue league was formed to evaluate current search and rescue tech-
nologies, and to provide a community around which sealCh and rescue robotics development could cluster 
This competition is spearheaded by the National Institute 0/ Standards and Technology (NIST) which has 
developed a comprehensive set of performance metrics to assess the suitability of a platform for search and 
rescue operations [41. These metrics are useful not only lor search and rescue. but for general operation, 
particularly the met,rcs designed to assess mobility (such as 1IIat shown in Figure 1 A) 
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FigtJre 1.3: The iAobot,g PackBm shown in one possible configuration [31. 
Previous development 01 a UGV platform has taken place at UCT, the last iteration being that shown in 
Figure 1,5. The goal 01 this project is to contirue the development of the robotic platform so that it may 
be useful for the transport of general plKpase equipment. while meeting the requirements 01 the RoboCup 
Rp.sclJ& competition. 
The following chapters " ltIborate on the paims brought up in this introruction First is background research 
into the past and present of comparable robotic platforms. followed by a dataued list of specifications. 
then a dataillld analysis of the design of the platform and finaMy the testing and resulting conclusions and 
recommendations drawn from those tests. 
, 
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Figure 1.4 The QUince robotIC platform moving over a steptield designed to simulate rubble [5]. 
Figure 1.5; The previous generati on platform developed in the UCT Robotics and Agents Laborato ry. 
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4 
Chapter 2 
Background Research 
In order to develop a rescue robot platform it is necessary to understand not only what robots are available 
today, what they look like and how they function, but also to consider how they have corne to be that way. It 
is also necessary to consider the environment in which this platform will have to operate both today and in 
the future. This chapter looks- at the evolution of modern day rescue robots and considers the environment 
and obstacles which it may have to traverse. 
2.1 History of Rescue Robotics 
A rescue robot platform as considered in this report can be defined as an unmanned ground vehicle 0p-
erated by a human operator from some distance away. As the robot operates in environments designed 
for humans. the robot should also be physically no rarger than a typical person .. Additionally the robot is 
designed so that it can carry. some arbitrary payload, with the single exception that the payload should not 
be a human operator. 
For the sake of brevity this history does not attempt to document the innumerable research prototypes. that 
have paved the rOad of robot development. Instead a focus is placed on commercial and military robots 
deplOyed at various times which could be considered a snapshot of the state of the art at that time. It is 
however worth noting that no robot mentioned in the following history emerged out of nowhere, each is 
representative of a steady evolution of the contra·l, communication, actuation, power and other subsystems 
which make up such a robot. 
2.1.1 Origins 
Perhaps the first sugg.estion of what might be considered a teleoperated robot was by Nikola Tesla in a 
patent filing for a remote controlled boat intended for military purposes [6] as shown in Figure 2.1. This 
idea was never commercialised as described .. however beginning in 1,930 the Soviet army deployed what 
were known as Teletanks. These were Soviet T-26 tanks which were outfitted for remote contra. from a 
distance of s00-1.500m. The tanks were designed to be driven by human teams to a safe distance from an 
enemy position. The tank crew would then exit the tank and contror the Teletank from another tank in the 
battalion. The Soviet army created two battalions of Teletanks. one was destroyed by German bombing, 
while difficulties in navigating a cumbersome tank over large distances without visual aids on difficult terrain 
meant the remaining battalion never saw wide deployment. The Teletanks were a highly classified piece 
of Soviet technology and all tanks were to be remotely destroyed if in risk of being captured by enemy 
forces. The teIeoperatlon system made use of a glass valve radio system which used solenoids to trigger 
pneumatic actuators~ Due to the fragility of valves, the control module was separately suspended from the 
rest of the tank [7]. A destroyed Teletank is shown in Figure 2.2. 
The level of technological sophistication of the Teletank is, evident when one compares the Soviet systems 
to those employed by the German forces during World War 2 shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. In late 1940, 
developing on a recovered French prototype, the German Army deployed the Goliath mobile mine which 
carried SOkg:of explosives in a small tracked vehicle using: an electric. and later diesel, motor for propulsion. 
However the Goliath could be stopped by fire from a standard issue M1 Garand rifle, or alternatively by 
simply cutting the control tether as the Goliath was controlled by an operator through a cable. Approximately 
7500 Goliath's were manufactured, it was not generally considered to be a success due mostly to its slOw 
speed (9km/h) and inadequate ground clearance (11cm) [9J. After the fall of Nazi Germany, Allied forces 
found around 4000 Goliaths unused [10]. 
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2.2. Previous Prototype Robot 
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Figure- Z.1 : A figure from Nikola Tesla's patent for a remote controlled boat [6]. 
An interesting addition to this section is that of the Japane-se Radio Controlled tank of Major Nagayama and 
the Type 98 Mini Engineer Vehicle "Ya-I Go· shown in Figure 2.5. These vehicle-s were predecessors of the 
Teletank and the GoUath tracked mine as the Nagayama tank was first tested in 1929 and the Type 98 Mini 
Engineer Vehicle- in 1934. Despite- this head start, both of the-se vehicfes never saw active duty for reasons 
which are not entirely clear [12]. 
2.1.2 Transition Into Modem Era 
One of the first robot platforms recognisable as a modem rescue robot platform is the Wheelbarrow bomb 
disposal robot The robot was created to stem the increasing fatalities of British Army bomb disposal experts 
while trying to destroy car bombs in Northern Ireland during the 1970·s. Lieutenant-Colonel Peter Miller 
devised the robot based on a teleoperated lawn-mower he had de-signed for his own use. The Wheelbarrow 
name was given because the first model used a wheelbarrow as the body for the robot seen in Figure 
2.6. The robot has continued to be developed for bomb disposal and is currently still in use with the latest 
iteration known as the Wheelbarrow Revolution shown in Figure 2.7. 
2.1.3 Modem Era 
The modern age of mobile ground based robotic platforms can be said to have begun in earne-st with 
the advent of war in the Middle East post 9/11. Indeed, dUring the rescue efforts of the World' Trade Tower 
collapse the state of rescue robotics was such that the robot rescue efforts. were undertaken by researchers 
rather than rescue workers [17). In late 2002 the first prototype robots were deployed in Iraq. These were 
iRobot Packbots sent to scout suspected-bunkers, a job which previously required a soldier with a rifle. I'n 
the subsequent 9 years, iRobot® alone has sold over 4000 Packbots for use in Iraq and Afghanistan [18]. 
While iRobot is not alone as a supplier of ground robots to the military, its Packbot represents the state of 
the art for modem unmanned ground robots in active duty. The Packbot platform was de-signed from the 
start as a flexible platform which is capable of. accommodating a variety of payloads. This flexibility has led. 
the Packbot to be deployed in various guises. It has been deployed as an explosive ordinance disposal 
robot a sniper detection robot an explosives detection robot, a mapping robot a scouting robot, a hostage 
negotiation robot and a research platform [3]. A few of Its many possible configurations are shown in Figure 
2.8. 
5 
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2.2. P'eY10Ui Prototype Robot 
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F'lglll"e 2 2: n-26 . Sovi&t r&letank based on the r·26 tank. This particular tank .... as destroyed by ooemy 
fire [8J. 
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2.2. Previous Prototype Robot 
Figure 2.3: German WWII Goliath Tracked Mine preserved In a muSeum 1.91. 
Figure 2.4: German WWII Goliath Tracked Mil"\e alld operators on a field exercise [1 11. 
2.2 Previous Prototype Robot 
A prototype explorer robot platform was built in 2007 as an undergraduate project in the UCT Robotics 
Laboratory. The ~atform was originally conceived as a platform for tlansporting mapping equipment into 
mine shafts. It is shown in Figure 2.9. The platform features 2 aive~ tracks. In place of Ilipper arms the 
~atform mal::es use of 3 wheels per track. with the froot wheel being a~ustable so as to ailow the robot 
to dmb objeCts up to 300mm i~ height. The geometry of the rabo! alowed lor the track tension to remain 
approximatety constant in its various orientations. The variable track geometry system is shown in Figures 
2.10and2.11 . 
Each of the drive tracks alld lifting arm is pcwered by a 65W brushless DC motor. The control system 
col1S;sted of a Mac Mir.i receiving commands ";a W,Fi and the~ tral"lSmittil"1g them via serial com mur"lications 
to motor cortrol boards developed in house. Powerto the system was supplied by 6 12V Lead-acid batteries. 
The platform was lound to be underpowered for ilS mass d:62kg. Additionally the motor CCf]trollers were 
prDblematic and it was evident that they would require furthe r developmem to be ready for deployment in 
the real world, While this prototype was not designed lor use in the RoboCup Rescue competition it does 
provide i~sight iT1\o the development path the current rabot platform should take , 
A RoboCup Rescue platform woold need to be Slgn,ficantly lighter and smaller than this platform. The 
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2.3. RoOOCllP Rescue Competioo~ 
F>gure 2.6 The wheelbarrcw Mkl robot from 1971 [15]. 
f"o';J ure 2.7: Th~ present day Wheelbarrow Re'Volutioo robot I t 61. 
major contributlOfl to the fi~al weight of th~ robot was the batteries and plastic structure. Together these 
items co~tributed more tha~ 50"10 of the mass_ It also became ~,,;dent that skid steering a tracked robot 
requires a SUbstantial amount of slip on the tracks, and thus tracks with too much grip steeply increased the 
power requirements of the robot. 
2.3 RoboCup Rescue Competition 
Th',s project began as a platlorm tor ~,ploring and mapping are passes in rn;nes, and Cl'.'er time d".".loped 
into a general fXJrpose roOOtic platform suitable for carrying an array 01 sensors into a variety 01 hazardous 
environments_ It was decided that rather than bcusing on the development of a robot stnctly for mapping 
ore passes a robot., platfo,-m capooe of performing mapping and partic~ating in the RoboCL-J,J Rescu~ 
c()n"getition woukl be more vwsatile and provide a larger scope for future c:Je.;elopme~t. The RoboCc.p or-
garisation formed in 1997 with the goal of advaoo nlJ the state of the art of robotics and artificial int~lligence. 
Through a yearly comp~tition. aCademk: efforts iYe focused on a set of common goals, ajlowing for swift 
and focused development testing and collaboration The main focus of RoboCup is on the development 01 
the hardware and software for a team of 8f1tirljjy autortOOlOus soccer playi~g robots [t 9]. 
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2_3_ RoboCup Rescue Competition 
F'gure 2.8: From left to right . top to bottom. PackBots lor : First Re5pOilders . Armed Forces. Combat Eng i-
neers, Sniper Detection. EOD T.,.;hnidans and the PackBot Explore.- [3[ _ 
Figure 2.9' Previous prototype explorer robot 
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2_3 RoboC<)p Rescue Competition 
Figure 2 1 0: Prototype robot showing the function of the variable geometry track _ 
Fig...-e 2 11: Side view of the prototype robot's variable geometry track in various p;lsitions. 
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2,3. RoboCup Rescue Competition 
RoboCup Rescue formed as an offshoot of the core RoboCup soccer challenges. The competition hopes 
to advance reScue robotics in the same way as soccer robotics, thrCJUilh a focus on a well delin9d challenge 
with constant collaboration and evaluation. Thus participation in RoboCup Rescue pro"';des a rich testing 
ground, soo rce of inspiration and testing metrics for development of this type of robotic platform [20]. 
Each team is required to subrnt a Team Description Paper (TOP) which IS made publicly available. This TOP 
provides an overview of each team and theor robot. From surveying these TDPs it is posstJIe to determine 
the components and capabilities of each robot In addition to learning Irom the present participants of 
RoboCup it is also necessary to look forward SO that the expense of building a robot is not wasted in mat:;ing 
a robot which becomes obsolete with the introduction of new rules. In order to sp<Jrdevelopment, each year 
the rules and challenges are incrementally changed and upjated in order to make tha compatition more 
challenging and improve the capabi~ties 01 the participants in a real disaster environment Fortunately a 
road-map is ..-ovided in the Statement of Requirements tor Urban Search and Rescue Robot PerfOfmance 
StandardS which is published by the NIST [4J. 
Further informat"on was gleaned from attending the RoboCup SYITlJOssium in Suzhou, China in 2008, This 
allowed for live observation of not only the obstades which would have to be facsd, 001 also the challanges 
lac9d by each team during operaHon. 
2.3.1 RoboCup Arena Component!! 
Fig.Jre 2.t2 A typical RoboCup Rescue arena [21] 
Rescue robots are evaluatsd according to their capabilities in mobility, sensing, mapp<ng and manipulation 
Var"oos components'll the arena (Shown in Fl9Ure 2.12) are thus dasigned to test the abilities of the robots 
in those categories. As the objective for this project was the design of a mobi i ty platform, those components 
which test mobility were consider9d the most important. Although not a primary focus, keeping the sensing. 
mapping and maniputation challenges in mind is still important to ensure the robot is suitable for future 
develo.,.-nent 
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2.3. RoboCup Rescue Competition 
500 
Figure 2.13: A typical stepfield pallet (All dimensions in mm) 
--
1200 
1000 
Figure 2.14: The 45°aOO 35° ramps. Ramps are often covered with carpet tiles or rubber mats to increase 
traction.{AII dimensions in mm) 
2.3.1.1 Stepflelds 
Stepfields are one of the most challenging obstacles for mobility. They are designed to simulate the chal-
lenges of crossing rubble but are standardised to ensure that the chanenges. of a competition can be recre-
ated in the lab. An example of one stepfield configuration is shown in Figure 2.13. 
2.3.1.2 Ramps 
Two ramps are specified in each arena, one 35°, the other 45°. In Figure 2.14 the general construction is 
shown. While not a requirement to climb both ramps, the ability to climb both does allow the robot to save 
time navigating and is thus desirable. 
2.3.1.3 Stairs 
Stairs are common features across aU kinds of buildings and as such a rescue robot has to be able to climb 
a staircase to be useful in real world situations. Stairs in the RoboCup arena are constructed as depicted in 
Figure 2.15. 
13 
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2.4. Summary 
Figure 2.15: The staircase. (All dimensions in mm) 
Figure 2.16: The pipe steps. The pipes. are allowed to rotate freely, meaning the pipes themserves provide 
no traction for the robot. Most teams traverse these steps by using flippers to arch over the pipes. The 
height of the steps can be increased by including additional pipes. The setup shown gives a 200mm step, 
although future competitions will move to 300mm steps.(AIf dimensions in mm) 
2.3.1.4 Pipes 
To test the robofs and operator's ability to traverse a vertical obstacle, a test has been devised which 
requires the robot to climb a step which is made from 2 PVC pipes which are free to rotate. This layout is 
shown in Figure 2.16. 
2.3.1.5 VIctims 
Various components which simulate a trapped person in a disaster zone are distributed around the arena 
These components are grouped together and test the vision. CO2 , thermal and sound senSing systems. Not 
all items are present in each victim box. The victim boxes also contain a tumbling E's chart and HAZMAT 
signs to test the visual acuity of the robot. FInally a realistic doll, manikin or part thereof might be placed in 
the victim box to test systems which detect human forms or faces. A typical victim box might be constructed 
as per Figure 2. 1'1. 
2.4 Summary 
The research produced a number of goals and observations critical to the development of the robotic plat-
form. These ar& refined into concrete specifications in the next chapter. These specifiCations can then be 
used to establish the required performance and operation of a USAR platform. The areas of focus being; 
2:.4.1 Locomotion 
Although a variety of methods of locomotion exist for a robot, every robot in RoboCup Rescue was either 
tracked, wheeled or some combination of both. While wheels were used in some robots, no wheeled robot 
was able to complete all of the mobility challenges such as stepfields, stair climbing, ramp climbing and the 
14 
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2.4. Summary 
pipe steps. This observation would seem to indicate that tracks are the most effective drive system for a 
rescue type robot that can operate in all areas of the RoboCup arena. 
2.4.2 Track Design and Construction 
Although not catastrophic, the most frequently observed mechanical failure was that of the track elements 
for tracked robots being tom off the track. Especially in stepfields where it occasionally occurs that the entire 
drive force of the robot is transferred through one track element. 
2.4.3 Motor Serectlon 
A minor observation was the widespread use of Maxon brushless DC motors among RoboCup teams, not 
only in rescue but also many other fields. Maxon provides an integrated solution for motors, gearboxes 
and controllers. fn the face of problems previously encountered with developing our own brush less motor 
controller, a Maxon solution. although expensive, held the promise of providing hassle free motor control. 
Maxon motors. had already come to our attention as a world leader in brushlesa DC motors and are used 
in a number of demanding applications such as NASA's Mars rover [23}. 
2.4.4 BeachIng 
tn terms of mobDity most tracked robots were particularly susceptible to beaching especially in the stepfieIds. 
this typically occurs when a robot drives its chassis onto an obstacle which in turn takes weight off the robot 
tracks and thus makes removing the robot from the obstacle more difficult. While flippers are useful In this 
situation, vital time is lost trying to free the robot 
2.4.5 Space Umltatrons 
The first limitation on the size of the robot is the layout of the arena itself. In pfan view, the arena is made of a 
number of squares, each square being 1200mmxt2OOmm as shown in Rgure 2.12. This provides the upper 
limit for the length of the robot, although in reality, navigating around corners or obstacles would require a 
smaller robot. The most stringent requirement OFI the size of the robot is a recently introduced rule for the 
robot to enter into the arena through a 24inch triangular opening, as commonly created by rescuers into the 
sides of buildings. 
2.4.6 Weight 
The weight of the robot ultimately determines how fast the robot can move. how steep a slope' it can climb 
and the stresses put upon the components in the drive-train. Points are also deducted for each person 
who is required to enter the arena when deploying the robot to incentivize teams to minimize the number 
of personnel in a potentiaUy dangerous zone: A robot which is reasonably light, less than 25kg, coufd 
conceivably be deployed and operated by one person. 
2.4.7 Robustness 
The major selling point of the PackBot is how robust the platform is. fndeed it is claimed that the Pack-
Bot can withstand being thrown out of a Jow flying helicopter [24}. On the other hand many robots in the 
RoboCup competition suffer from unreliability. The robots and subsystems. are frequently developed on a 
tight schedule with Umlted testing. Most robots were constructed in an ad-hoc manner to get the systems 
working, but little attention is paid to ease of maintenance and repairs to the robot Much time at RoboCup-
was seemingly spent taking the robots apart and attempting to troubleshoot subsystems. To attempt to ad-
dress the iSsue of reliability teams are increasingly purchasing ready-made' platforms to deploy their own 
equipment on (See Figure 2.1.8). 
2.4.8 Tool Requirements 
Many teams required a large amount of tools to be shipped with their robots to RoboCup. Apart from the 
cost and the logistical difficulties of transporting all of these tools, having to frequently change tools: while 
disassembling a robotwastes valuable time. While it is conceivable that there could-be a need to use more 
than" one size of fastener on the robot, consideration to this factor in the design' of the robot should make it 
possible to minimize the requirement for a large number of tools. 
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2.5. Concluding Remarks 
2.4.9 Operation 
Historically unmanned ground vehicles have faced a major problem in the difficulty of their operation. Cer-
tainly before the advent of digital imaging, robots. such as the Teletank and the Goliath tracked mine were 
doomed from the outset as they were almost impossible to operate. Modern commercial robots face the 
sam& difficulties. Accomplishing tasks and navigating the robot is hugely difficult and requires a trained 
operator to simply manoeuvre. RoboCup also highlighted the importance of a skilled operator. A focus on 
a robot which is easy to operate and requires as little skill as possible is perhaps more important than any 
other technical feature. 
2.4.10 Vision 
To emulate real world conditions, the operator of the robot has to rely on the onboard cameras to navigate 
the arena. Due to the quantity and variety of obstacles in the arena it is hugely advantageous to be able to 
see the entire robot while navigating. This is typicaHy accomplished through the use of a camera mounted 
on the end of a stalk overlooking the robot from behind. Another observation is the importance of minimal 
lag in the control loop. Images or control inputs which lag are detrimental to the operators confidence and 
speed in placing the robot It is also necessary to have the capability to look into enclosed spaces, most 
teams use some kind of pan-tilt camera mechanism on an arm for this. The challenge of maneuvering in the 
tight confines of the arena also means that forward and rear facing cameras are often helpful for navigation. 
2.5 Concluding Remarks 
Using the insights and knowledge gained in this Chapter it is now possible to define the performance desired 
for the platform. The next Chapter lists the desired performance for various systems and the motivation 
behind those decisions. 
17 
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Chapter 3 
Specifications 
From the Background Research in Chapter 2 it is possible to define the problem that this platform is trying 
to solve. The specHications which follow provide concrete goals against which the platform can eventually 
be evaluated to determine how well it performs against initial requirements. 
3.1 Table of Specifications 
it 
_"",,_n Value 
ona. 
1 The tra of the robot should allow the robot to be In contact with at 650mm 
least 2 steps at all times while cUmbing a standard staircase. ~ 
2 The cross-section of the platform shoUld be suCh that it is able to fit through 24- equilateral triangle 
a standard entry triangle used by rescue workers to enter collapsed struc-
tures. 
3 The weight of the robot <20kg 
Functional Vf'V'HI_Uons 
4 The robot should have sufficient power and torque to navigate all RoboCup Yes 
Rescue arena components. 
5 The maximum speed of the robot on flat ground. 1.4m/s 
6 The robot should possess the ability to vary its geometry. 4 Flipper arms 
7 The robOt should use commercial batteries and cnargers. Yes 
8 The UN'" ~l to communicate with the robot 802.11A Wireless. 
9 The platform should allow functional modules to be easily connected by 12V, 5V and Ethernet 
supplying power and inter-module communication infrastructure~ 
10 The time delay between a contro. input and the corresponding action oc- <30ms 
curring on the robot. 
11 Tools required to completely dl the platform. <3 
12 The robot should have a camera mounteO on a stalk capable of providing Yes 
an overview of the entire robot. 
Drive System ons 
13 The portion of the platform, not covered by drive track. < 100mm 
14 The construction of the tracks. Single piece 
software 1-
15 Control software should start ready to function and require no, or minimal Yes 
user input before control of the robot can begin. 
16 The user software should be as easy to use as possible requiring minimal Yes 
operator training. 
Table 3.1: Table of Specifications 
3.2 Justification of Specifications 
1 A shorter trackbase is desirable as it increases the manoeuvrability of the platform. For stability and 
speed while climbing a staircase, the tracks should be in contact with at least 2 steps at any one time. 
Using the flippers to temporarily extend the trackbase while climbing stairs was deemed undesirable 
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3.2. Justification of Spedfl;:; ations 
due to too amount of time which woLJld be wasted -., placing the flippers in the correct positiolls. The 
image ill Figure 3.1 shows the intellded met~od of climbing stairs 
Figure 3.1: I'he Inter.:ied method of dimbing stairs. Notice that the robot is ill contact with at least 2 steps 
at all times . The dimensions of the stairs are given by the NIST [4] 
2 Star.:iard procedure for rescue personnel entering buildi~gs whic~ are no Ioooer accessible through the 
usual entrallCes is to cut a 24 illCh equilateral triangle into the side of the buildil-w;l [4]. To be useful in 
rescue environments, the platform should be able to fit throlJ9h this e~tr)' tria~gle as showll in Figure 
,., 
Figure 3.2: The e~try tria~gle a robot must pass through to e~te' the are~a. 
3 II is desired t~at the robot sllouk! be portable b<y one man, as su.;h its weight shouk! be no more than 
2Okg. 
4 The RoboC~p Rescue arena has bee~ designed to simulate a real disaster envirorln1e~t To be useful In 
a real disaster, too platform 5hoold at least be able to Ilavigate t~e challenges in a RoboCup are~a 
5 This rot>otk: platform is envisaged to replace a human rescue wor~er. a.~ such the robot should oot need 
to travel faste!' thall a ~umall would. Human walkinQ speed is generally accepted to be arou~d 5~m/h 
which is approximately 1.4m!s. 
6 Flippers are ~ti lised in many RoboCup and cormnerdal robots. Flippers allow a robot to have a con-
figuration which can be d)'namica~)' altered, arid also provide a means to right the robot ShOLHd it 
topple. 
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3.2.. Justificatoo of SpecificatIOns 
FigLJre 3.3: An example of a statk camera am lield 01 view. 
7 Using comm&lcial batteries and cIlarqers proVideS advantages over custom made battery pack-~ In that, 
provic;t;ng the batteries are well cMosen, spares should be availaDie worldwide, they sholJld be cMeaper 
a~ they are ma~s r;.-odoced am they should be physica~y arxl functionally more robust. 
8 B02..tta Wireless IS the designated w'~eless stamard used in the RoboCup Rescue competitIOn. It 
provides advantages over the more common 802.. t Ig wireless in that it operates at SGHz ratMer than 
2..4GHz. It thus provides superior si9nal penetration and converiently avoids the o...ercrowded 2..4GHz 
band. 
9 Th is platform IS intended as a research platlorm onto wh ich a variety of sensors and other equipment 
can be installed. As it is unknown what these future systems might be, the robot should pro~ide a 
communications interlace and power to any subsystem which may be installed on tMe platform at 
some future date. 
10 Previous laboratory experierce qualitati~ely 'Indicated that an unresponsive robot was hugely challeng-
ing to control. RoboCup expenence funher reinlorced this observations, as lag increased, vdeo feeds 
from robots became less and fess useful Research indicates that delays become rx>ticeable above 
3O-40ms [2.511261 
11 Using fewer tools redoces the sI1Wr19 weight and cost 01 the robot platform, am also allows for the 
platform to be rrore easily and quickly assembled arxl disassembled. 
12. Observations of teams at RoboCup irldicated that a stalk camera (as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4) 
greatly redoced the d'11I:culty an operator had in oontroi,ng a robot 
Figure 3.4: A stalk Camera on the Resquake RoboCup Rescue robot [271 . 
13 Flippers "'e helplul in freeing a robot from a situaflon In which it is stUCk. but it is far easier and faster 
If the robot woLld not Mave gotten stud In the first place. Making the drive tracks as wide as possitMe 
minimizes the likeflhood that any part of the robot can become stuck on an object in the environment. 
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3,3. Summary 
In terms 01 the RoboCup Rescue arena, the stepfields present the greatest potential for getting stuck 
Each stepfield block is 100mm wide {28]' thus a gap between tra,*-~ of les.~ than 1 oOmm should be 
sufficient to allow the ,"atform to nav>;Jate a stepfield without beaching on a stepfield block as can be 
seen In Figure :1.5, 
Figure 3,5: The Quince robotic platform navigating stepl"ield. Note the use 01 tracks with a small gap belween 
them j5j 
14 The most commonly observed mechanical failure at RoboOJp wa.~ that of the track OJ gs of tracked 
robots ripping off their tracks. This not ooy wastes energy and potentially destroys the arena (an 
offense whi ch may cause points to be deducted from one's score) oot also necessitates remol.oing 
the track and replacing the track eiement. a potentially avoidabie waste 01 time. By making the tracks 
and lugs a single ,"ece of material it is roped that track failures can be entirety avoided. The Petican 
Team which uses a custom moulded track as seen in Figure 3.5 provides some evidence as to the 
effectiveness 01 this approach. 
15 Time taken setting up the robot and control station is time that could be better spent navigating the 
arena, As such the time reqJired to start up the robot and operator staton should 00 a minimum. 
espec'lal ~ any start up task whICh r..qui res waiting for the operator should be performed automatically 
where possible 
16 As noted in background research, the s.ngle most Important technical/eature IS that the robot be easy 
to use a.~ this ultimately seems to be the deciding factor in the success of a robot. 
Figure 3,6: A slmpie interiace used by the Iranian Resquake team. This set· up won the best user interface 
award at the 2008 RoboCup {27]. 
3.3 Summary 
The specifications describe a tracked robotic ,"atlorm. with wode drive tracks and 4 flipper arms. The re-
quirement for the platform to fit through a 24" entry triangle results in a ClOSS section simiiar to that of a 
human torso, while the iength of the platform smuld be in the region of 650mm Communication w'r\h this 
platform is to OCCt" v'la 802. t 1A wireiess. and dedicated sensors on board the ,"atform should consist of 
at ieast a camera mounted on a stalk so as to provided an overview 01 the robot while operating In addi 
tion to this sensor the robot should provide the mechanical. eiectrical and commu nication Infrastructure for 
OOdltional sensors and equipment to be fitted. 
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3.3. Summary 
The next step in development is to determine the layout and size of the robot in more detail, and refine the 
specifications where possible to allow detailed and final decisions to be made. This process follows in the 
following chapter, Chapter 4. 
22 
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Chapter 4 
Conceptual Design 
Building on the specifications in Chapter 3, a conceptual design which describes the basic operation and 
lays out what the major components are and how they should be arranged was iteratively developed. Th& 
objective of this design stage is to gain the information required for the detailed design to be performed. 
Once a detailed design is completed the robot can be manufactured using the 3D models generated and 
the required components can be ordered. 
4.1 Concept Development 
From the speCifications, the starting point for the platform is a pair of drive tracks which each cover about 
50% of the width of the robot as shown in Figure 4.1. This arrangement has the advantage that the platform 
can operate while inverted. 
An additional requirement of the specification is that the platform has 4 flipper arms, a layout shown in 
Figure 4.2. 
These arrangements allow for payloads to be contained within the robot itself, however there is the disad-
vantage that sensors such as cameras or laser scanners which need to be on the outside of the robot and 
are ideally forward facing cannot be accommodated on the platform. As such the decision was made to 
narrow the tracks slightly to reveal a central spine on the robot. On this spine an arm can be be fitted which 
Figure 4.1 : A platform concept showing wide tracks. 
Figure 4.2: A platform concept showing wide tracks with flippers. 
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4.2. Battery Pack 
Figure 4.3: A platform concept showing wide tracks with flippers and space to allow a camera on a liftable 
arm to dock between the tracks. 
Figure 4.4: A platform concept with wide tracks, flippers, a stalk camera and an accessory deck. 
could house a sensor pack at the end of the arm. This arm could be stowed between the tracks to still allow 
the robot to be inverted and to protect the sensor payload should the robot fall or should debris fall on the 
robot. This arrangement is shown in Figure 4.3. 
This concept, while rugged, provides a very limited amount of space for external payloads to be mounted 
onto the robot. This layout has the further drawback that only a simple 1 or 2 link arm could feasibly be fitted 
to the robot. As such the concept in Figure 4.4 was developed. This concept compromises the ability of 
the robot to operate while Inverted, it does however provide a relatively large amount of space for external 
sensors to be added to the platform at a later date. This compromise was deemed to be acceptable as 
adding unplanned external accessories to the robot was decided to be preferable to the ability of the robot 
to operate while upside down. Forward and rear facing cameras as well as a stalk camera are incorporated 
into the spine for use as navigation aids. 
4.2 Battery Pack 
The platform which was previously developed as described in Section 2.2 on page 7 made use of lead 
acid batteries primarily for their low cost, the drawback of this decision was that the batteries alone weighed 
15kg, this is unacceptable for a robot that has to be man-portable as the maximum weight for a man portable 
robot can be considered to be around 25kg. In choosing a battery type for this robot. it had been chosen 
as a specification that the platform should make use of commercial battery packs. It was thus helpful to 
consider the various commercial battery technologies available and compare their relative strengths and 
weaknesses as they relate to this project. The areas in which the batteries were compared is as follows: 
24 
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4.2. Battery Pack 
Figure 4.5' rhe relative cost of varioos battery techrool<J.Qies. 
Low Cost The cost per Wh for e~ battery Iype 
Ruggedness An es~mated measure of how well the particular battery tech ology might pertorm under 
heavy discharge. shock loads arld other adverse conditions which are likely to be encountered on a 
rescue platform 
Availability An estimate of how cjtficult it migl1t be to flrld a replacement batlery V necessary, especiatty in 
a foreign ~ountry. 
Low weight A measure 01 the weight per Wh of energy fm each battery techroolo~y 
rhe most prevalent battery techroolo~ ies at the lime of comparison were lead acid, NiMH (Nickel Metal 
Hydride). NiCad (Nidel Cadmium), Li- Ion (Lithium Ion) arld LiPo (Lithium Polymer) Data was gathered 0'1 
ea.;h battery technology whid, was used to quantify the comparison [291 The compariso"1 whICh follows 
ranks each 01 the batlery technoklgies relative to eacn otner. A. numbers in these comparisons are chosen 
sucll that higner nLJrnOOrs indICate an ,ocrea,. ngly preferable soiution 
4.2.1 Low cost 
The price per Wh of eacll batlery type is compared i~ the bar rhart silown in F'Qure 4,5. 
4.2.2 Ruggedness 
Lead Acid Probabl y the most rU QQeCi battery for tn's applicatIOn, IS capable of supplying hign surge ~ur­
rents and;s not too «;iver&ely affected by high discharge rates and shock forces. It can also be very 
easily rharged, 
NICad Is 8Verl more rugged than iead acid when r,onsldering ooly dischar~ ; r>;l, however tnese batteries are 
partkular1y susceptible to char>;les in temperature and tnermal runaway is possible duri nQ char~'Ir>;l 
NiMH Sligl1tly less rugged than NiCad batteries. bJt sti ll suitable for use In the platform, They do have the 
disadvantage of fatr1y high self dis~harge_ and their capacity degrades fair~ quicl<.ly with use 
U-Ion Has low self..cjsd1arQe, however tne capadty uf these batteries degrades fairly quicl<ly even wnen 
not OO',ng used. Uthium Ion batteries are also especially sus~epl'tble to overheating, over-disrharging 
and ""erchargin~, anyone of wni~h can permanently destroy the cell, UsinQ many 01 Ihese battery 
cells ;n parallel is the usual method tor allowing high Cllrrent draw from this technology. 
LiPo These cells while potentially more fmgivinQ than U·lo~ batteries, do n<t\le the disadvantage that should 
tneir limits be exceed they are particularly susceptible to explosan. While each new crop 01 Lithium-
Polymer batteries whi ch is released improves upon this, Iheir prOPensity to expk:x1e when subjected 
10 shock loads makes tlleir fraQility a concern for this platform, 
rhe estimation of the relative rugQedness of ea~h battery is rated in the chart in FiQure 4,6 
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4,2. Battery Pack 
LiPo 
Fioure 4.6: Est'mation of the rlJQgooness of s.uitable cells for e~ch b~ttery technology. 
AvailabiLty esti"nate 
Figure 4,7: Estimation of the availability of s.uitable cells for e~ch b~ttery technology. 
4.2.3 Availability 
Lead Acid This type of battery IS probably the most w'ldely "",~ilable b~ttery technology in the world, 
NiCad Formerly a rel~tively popular battery technology, It has largely been replaced by NiMH. 
NIMH Was the most popul~r rech~rgeable b~ttery technology, has been almost completely replaced by Li· 
Ion in low power applications. however, still enjoys relative popul~rity for uSe in portable tools aJtho<.>g!1 
this is dimini~hing ~s the cost of Li·lon battery techcology decreases. 
Li"lon DlJ<! to the almost exclis;ve use 01 these batteries in cellular phones this technology can be found 
in al:nost every corner of the globe. However, the cells employed in cellular phone b~tter;es woold be 
prohibitively expensive and complk:ated to adapt for use in high power applications, Suitable I~hium 
ion b"tteries are thus probabl y less widely available th~n SlIit~ble NiMH batteries 
LIFo This battery technology has a very specific set of applicalions and as such's rolatively raro. 
An estimation of the relative availabil'lty is srown in Figure 4 7. 
4.2.4 low WeIght 
This energy per unit weight for each battery technology [291 is visua!sed in Figure 4.8. 
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4.2. BattefY Pack 
WhilIg 
Figure 4.8 Battery technologies compared by the average amoont of eneC\l Y they carry per kg of mass. 
F'gure 4.9 T he weighting to the factors considered lor each battery tech nology. 
4.2.5 ComparilJon 
To aid in the comparison. the relative strengths and weaknesses 01 each battery technology are combined 
and each battery techt"lCllogy cunpared. Each factor was given a weighting according to the perceived 
importance 01 that particu la' facto"" 
Weight This was deemed to be the most important factor for consideration as It effects the portability. 
speed and mote.- requiremools lor the patform 
Availability This was dooded to be slightly less than hall as rnpe.-tanl as low weight. 
Ruggedness As the platform is still in developm€mt this was dlOsen as the least ' mportant factor prOVoJ l ng 
that the battery chosen was sufficiently rugged 
Low Cost Th s was chosen as also relatively unimprrtant lactor 'Ill comparison to the other lactors as the 
budgetary constraints for this patform were flexible 
Using these weighting factors each battery technology can 00 relatively evaluated for use in this platform 
Each facto' was CCO"lverted to a value between 0 and 10 and had the applicable weighting lactor applied, 
The results are shown;n FiQure 4, f O. 
This compariton would Indicate that a commercial U-IO"l battery pack should 00 cons:dered the pnmary 
candidate for use on the platform _ f'<lwer tool batteries are ideally suited fa deployment on this platform 
as they are designed for use in high current draw applicatiOfls and also are available with their respective 
chargers_ 
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4.3. Material Choice 
Figur~ 4.10: The w~ighled comparison kx each batlery lechnology. 
Figure 4 1 i. The i 8V 30Ah MsMa LI-Ion battery [30] 
Enquiries wi th beal S<.Wiers Indicated that there were a number 01 available opt>Ons. Battenes were avail-
able in 1 2V, 14.4 V iY1d 1 8V configurations. Higher ~tage fXlwer supply was pre'erable as it would allow 
higher power molars to be used wilh lower current losses The motors selected came in both 24V and 36V 
configurations, as such a decisIOn was made to ~mploy th~ 18V 3.0Ah Maklta batterres In Figure 4.11, 
TheSOl were readily avallatle through a local suppiier. 
4.3 Material Choice 
In the design of the previoos prototype robot in Section 2.2, the decision was made 10 uSe the polymer High 
Density Polyethylene (HOPE) over aluminium for the construction of 1he robot HOPE while less stiff than 
Aluminium, was at the lime s~nificantty cheaper and also al lowed lor higher speed machining. Ouring the 
course of manufacturing it became apparent that th~re were some issues with th~ machinabl i Iy of HOPE. 
Internal stresses within Ihe material resul~d in parts t:uckling noticeably when voids were machined into 
them. In addition, local S/.Wles of HOPE proved 10 be hugety variable with as rruch as 20% variation in 
thickness on some cast plates, this resulted in having to order substantially thicker material than desired and 
machinirIQ away the excess to attempt to achi~v~ the desired size un'llormity. however this only exacerbat~d 
the buckling p'obIem, A further negative lor HOPE was ilS price. OUrlng construclion of the first protolype in 
2007, HOPE W<J!> soostantially cheaper than aluminium. however, over Ihe passing months as Ihe oil pric~ 
rose, so did the price of HOPE as it is an oil b<J!>ed product During that same period the price of aluminium 
remained approxi mately steady. The result was that al the time of manufacture. it cost on ty slightly tess to 
mak~ a part from HDPE than it did to make the same part from aluminium. As aluminium is stiffer than 
HDPE."rt became posSJble 10 design aluminium parts that were stiffer, smaller, fighter and cheaper than the 
equivalent parts made Irom HOPE. with the only downside bei"," the Increased complexity of the design 
and machining operations 
4.4 Motor and Controller Selection 
The previous prototype robot suffered from 2 problems with regards 10 its drive system. The large we'llhl 
of the robot meant that the SSW motors (shown in Figure 4.13) were not powertul ellOUgh to achieve the 
required performance The molOrs had also been SLWlied as part of an arrangement with a local firm which 
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4.4, Motor ard Controller Seloction 
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Figure 4 12; Oil and alum:nlum prICe movement[31] 
FiQurG 4.13: The 65W Brushkls-s DC motor and controller used in thG previous expiorGl" platform 
was importing the motors and controller int<>grated circuits lor use in their own systems. A mave away from 
those partic:.nar components meant that both the motors and controllers had become difficult to obtan as 
the suppliers werG unwilling to sh ~ the small quantties required forthe platform. The motor controllGrS were 
also problemat'1C for some other reasons, The firS! problem was that thG cootrollers had a limitoo range of 
acceptat>e input voltagGs, so when the batteries were fully charged the inpu t voltage was too high, and 
thG input voltage sLnk too low to p:;lwer the controllers as the battery discharged even though the battGry 
had not b<>en rully discharged. The second proolem which became apparent during t".,rlng was that the 
controllers were seGmir1Q1y not allowir1Q the motors to deliver their maximum performance at all times 
To determine thG trUG p:;lWGl" output of thG motor and controller combination which were pr""';ously used, a 
Prony brake was constructed to test the motor and the availabiG controller was usoo to control thG motor 
during the test. A Prony brakG measures the torque output ct a motor at a particular speed. This is achieved 
by applying friction to the motor shaft until the motor speed bGglns to drop. The maximum torqUG appl':ed 
at that,;peed, ;., then the rated torque of the mctor for that speed_ By pertorming this test ITlJltiple times at 
various spGoos, 't is possible to compare the achieved output of the motor ard controllGl" combination W'th 
the specifications supplied by the manufacturer. A test setup was constructed as shown in Figure 4.14. 
A pu lley was fitted to the motor. A bGit with load cells on either end was coiled around the pulley and pre· 
tGnsionoo. For a part'lCUlar preload the motor speed was Increased until it would InCreaSe no marGo at this 
speed readings were taken from Gach load cell. As shown in Figure 4,15 the torque the motor exerts on 
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Spoo-d Control le r - _ _ -' 
4.4. MOlor aM Cor. (f gller Selection 
,~"''i;:;;;::::--_ Stral n OauQe ~11I!f 
>-,! 
/ __ _ $Iran Gau~ 
Selec10f Switctl 
-,\, __ Motor and Prony 
Brake 
F"9Jf9 4.14 The PfOIl)' brake rest set up. 
I 
Fi g~c 4.15: Force diagram shewing Prony brake sel up. 1',,, denoles the fCO"ce appl ied by the mator 10 the 
belt al"ld F,' dooales the pl~ OiId fo<ce 
the beU cause;oI one side d the bek 10 slaet.eo and the other side to lig!t!en. thus the load <:ell reading 
deCreases or. one side and :1U:rlUlU!$ on U"!e OIher. By subtracting the smaller ,eading from the tall)ef 
reading !he preload on the load eels '5 ehm,nated and the result is equal 10 e><aclly (t)o..bte the fon:e the 
motor .$ applying 10 !he bell throuQh InCllon By using UIIS fo,a;> and the Io.nown p.llllly dramelllr tt Is possible 
to calculate lhe 10'que a\ IIlaI spavd. Finall, "" og 1111110fque and the speed it is possible to de1erm,oo the 
1)(OoYe, outpl,ll 01 tile mo1m at vano .... SI)IlI/d$ 
Testing levealed that Ihe mOlars were perlQ"mlng up 10 spedfocahon, rul eriti ca lly, upon OIment NmWng the 
ec!ntro ller was pladng the lu ll SlJppty cu rrMt aCr05ll the current sense resisto r, which II! wttat caused ma~ 
function in the previous platform. Tn", proolems may have been FX!'lsibie to overcOlTl(l I:7i fu rther dewioping 
II"\(l motor con trd bQard and trying to source the mo tors o r equivalent motars loeal y, howaver we lacked lhe 
e-.-pertise and experier.::e to ~~op a brushtes$ DC motor cootroller, and Avan then. to be truly re l able the 
contrOller wooid most likely ha .... to go throu g ~ S9\1eral iterations A trip \0 tna 2008 RotloGup snowed the 
use o:iI Ma~on motors and contloile<"s t>v many teams. arxfl\"ronalty the re eXlSlRd a local agent 10, tI>e mQlors 
and ,t was hoped that try COl.Ipjir.g Muoro mOH> .. s wottl Ma.<On controller s. a 'eliable (In .... syslem C<l<Jki be 
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4.5. Concluding Remarks 
achieved. 
4.5 Concluding Remarks 
Further refining the specifications in Chapter 3, the platform is to feature a central spine with tracks on each 
side as shown in Figure 4.4. Flipper arms at each corner of the robot can provide assistance should the 
robot become stuck. The platform features a stalk camera and forward and rear facing cameras housed 
within the spine. In order to provide space for external sensors and equipment an accessory plate is 
mounted onto the top of the robot onto which a piece of equipment could be fixed. Power is to be provided 
to the platform using a number of 18V Makita lithium-ion power tool batteries. The platform and flippers are 
to be driven by 36V Maxon motors and controllers. The control system should make use of a joystick or 
joystick-type controller, which should be intuitive to the operator. Using the broad ideas refined from this 
design stage, the detailed design, where the exact size, shape and performance of the robot is determined, 
can begin. 
31 
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Chapter 5 
Mechanical Systems 
• {-----.:J • 
r 
F;gure 5.1: The ovaral dimensJons of the platfOfm. 
The concept developed in Section 4.1 served as the starting point fo r the mechanical design. The machi ning 
facilities ava;lable are primarily manLlaI and eNC controlled lathes and milling maclines. Although it was 
possible to ootSOLJrce manufactllring, manufacturing in-house collld be pertormed at no cost and it was also 
possible to fo llow the part at every stage of manufacture, eliminating mistakes before the parts are made. 
The design ct th e robot was such that parts could be mElde using the availa tJe marulacturing technology 
unless it was absolutely necessary to have outside manufacturing performed. 
The explorer platform {Figures 5,1 aOO 5.2) consists at the 3 fundamental sections in Figufe 5.3, a central 
spine and 2 sklepOOs_ Each sidepod is fixed to the central spine wi th 3mm pins and M4 Allen cap sCrews 
In an effort to reduce the tooj requirements, the robot was designed with only 1.13 and M4 screws. 
FigLMe 5.4 shows how each s'Kjepod may be furt her broken down Each of these sub··assernbhes is ex-
plained in further detail In the sections whch fallow, 
The cross-section of the platlarrn IS defined by the need to lit thfough the entry triangle as per spec'~icatlons, 
and the desire to endose the flipper and ct-ive motors with'ln the front pulleys, The C()I1straints brought about 
by this decision are shown in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.:2: A r~ering of the complete explorer plat/orm 
Spine 
Figure 5.3: The 3 sections of the platform. 
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Figure 5.4: The sub-assemblies making ~p the laft Slde?Od _ 
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--I 
f oyurI! 5.5; A Q'OS$"seebOll through the drrve puIeys 01 the pIa\lOfm shaMrog the " "W lIXIIors &nctoseo 
wrJlin the drive pulleys. and !he space canst.aonu ' ewI!inll hom having 10 r~ through an enuy triilflQIe. 
3S 
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5.1 The Spine 
Fi<}Jrfl 5.6: The lett side 01 the spine. 
Figure 5.7: Thfl right side of the spine. 
The spine as shown in Fi<}Jres 5.8 and 5.7 is the main structural member 01 the robot. The axles about 
which the driVfl p<Jlley's rotate are machined into the spine. Figure 5.8 shows the front axle on the riQht side. 
It is made in 2 parts, the main part is part of the spinfl. Th" second part of the axle is a removable cover 
which allows wirirl<} 10 be routed into the froot drive pulleys which are fiJrther detailed in Section 5.3. 
The rear axle '., Figurfl 5.9 is machined into removable COverS attached to either sidfl of the rear of the 
36 
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5.1. The Spine 
FiglJre 5.S· The removable cover whoch allows cabling to be routed from the front pulleys to the rest of the 
platform. 
spine. Behind the rovers is a gear set which provides drive to the rear flipper armS. Both rear flippers are 
connected to lhe same shaft and as such operate IOgether. 
Figure 5.9: The gear system for driving the rear flippers. 
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51. The Spire 
The spine al so comprises an accessory deck designed 10 prov'o:Ie lhe mec~anical. electric al ard commur.i-
cations in frastructure for further equipment to be Uted to the robot The deck (wrich car, be seen ir, Fig lLre 
5,10) is constructed of an alumin ium plate. nis ~ate has 2 ollong ports machired 'nto the" which align 
with ports 'n the spir,e to allow cables to be routed fr om the deck into t~e rOlxlt itse l!. The deck rS cov-
ered with M4 tapped holes spaced at SOmm. The deck is slLpported at its rear by arcther support sectioo. 
This rear seciior also ~ouses the communicat>::lns anter.nae, emergency stop t:.;tton and t"le power ar.d 
commur,ications tetrer sockets as shown in Figure 5.11 , 
FO;j ure 5.10' The s~ir.e with attaded assemblies 
5.1.1 Lighting Modules 
The sp re incorporates 4 lightirg modules Is~olVr in F>g<Jre 5.12). 2 fo rward facing and 2 re a facil1Q . Ll<Jh t 
;s oenerated by 700 lJmen Cree X-Lamp LED starboard modules. The lighting modJle ircorporates a heat-
sink to dissipate some of the heat generated by t~e LED modules whid is sufficienl to melt the solder 
joil1ts between tre pewer lines and LED starboard if lett urchecked, L;ght passes through a lens which also 
bcates t~e LED starboard iI1 the housing 
5.1.2 Cameras 
Three cameras are incorporated :nto tre spir,e, a froot facir-Q camera. rear facir,g camera and a sta lk 
camera. The front and rear facing cameraS fit wit~in recesses in the spi re and are located by covers. The 
cover ard recess for the rear camera are shown in Figu re 5.13 
An exploded view 01 t~e stalk camera is srown 'n FigUle 5.14. He stalk camera sub-assembly IS deSigned 
to allow both the angle of the stalk relative to t~e spire and the argle 01 t ~e camera relative to the stalk to 
be a<iJsted. This is to allow the view shown by tre stalk camera to be adjusted after testing to that which 
is most useful for navigation. The base and stalk cameras ui'lnze t~ e same basic camera. however the stalk 
Camera uses a wide-angle lens to ma.im;ze tre amount 01 the platform visible from the camera. The stalk 
itself is a tapered graphite rod 
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5.1 Tho! Spma 
Rear FWpper Drive Train 
Flgl.lr<! 5. I 1: V~nous equlprTrenl al1act>ed on lhe rear.,1 the !!pne 
OutsKle Cover ---
Light Moont 
Heal SInk I • 
LEO Module / 
Lens-----
Fi?Ure 5.12: The ~OITl porlent~ making up the lightLng module. 
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S.2. The Sidepod 
Figure 5.13: He rear facing camera ar.d cover exploded from the spine. 
Wirirl\l for the stalk camera runs through the stalk. and ther, alorl\l the spne with the rear camera wirirg 
before passing through a port in the spire and irlO the sidepods as shown in Figw e 5. 15. 
5.2 The Sidepod 
The primary fur.ctian of the sidepcds (shown ir Figure 5 16) is to provide space for the batteries and 
electronics in additior to other equipment which may be added to the robot at a later stage. The sidepods 
also locate the ootside of the j:XJlleys and oolJGe the tensiorinQ mechanism for the drive tracks. 
The left and right sLdepods are designed to be made of almost identical parts. Each sidepod consists of a 
bottom ard top plate and front and rear vertical members. The only difference between the left and right 
sidepcds being the rear vertical member of the left sidepod. which differs from all other vertical members 
in that it features a cutout for mounting the motor which drives the rear flippers. The parts maklllg up the 
SLdepod are shown in Figure 5.17. 
5.2.1 The Track Tensioning System 
The track tensioning system uses 3 skid plates which can be adjusted to protrude above the top slLrface 01 
the top plate of the sidepod. The ertire ter,sioo.ng system is almost totally cortained within the 8mm thick 
top plate. 
Figures 5 18 arid 5 19 shaw the comporents which make up the tensionirg system. Three pieces placed 
upori the ler.gth 01 thL! sidepod top plate (2 of which are shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19) capture 3 rods 
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• 
Camera Housing 
'---- Camera 
r---- - Camera nit Moon! 
,---Stalk 
Sp"nB Tilt """""nt 
• 
FiQure 5 .14: n>e compooents making up the stalk camera 
along the wi dth af the tap plate Tightening screws pulls the slkling peces and rods oo twards. 3 Skid p ates 
are located aoove the rOOs. These sk id plates ~>aV8 an -nclim.d surface on t~',1Ir undersidB which msts an 
the rods. Thus as thB ro ds mave outwards, thB skid plates mave upwards_ 
5.2_2 Battery Clip 
Each stdep:xj cootains 3 batteries located by a battery clip as in Figure 5.20, which doobies as a terminal 
block for making 8lectrica l cOrl<lections to the battery terminals. n>e batteries slide 0010 ralls on the clip 
as per F\:;Iure 5.21 , while spri '\lloaded clips 00 l~>e batteries thamselvBs lock the batteries 'n placB on the 
i:xJtt{)l11 01 the sidepod 
The battery clip itself is mmprised 01 4 COOlponents which are shown in Fk;)ure 5.22 Powar wi res are 
faSTened againST Tf>e tarminal contacts LlSirl] scmws to hold th8 w ires in plac.e and make an elec.trical 
comection 
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5_2_ The Sidepod 
F:gure 5.15; The wiring lor the stalk ~nd rear focmg cameras. 
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5_2. The Sidepod 
Fig~re 5 16_ The sidepod section of the platform. 
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5.2. The Sidepod 
• - Top "'ate 
Vertical Member(With Motor Cutout) 
~:~:;;-'l::::'r motor clarrp B Battery Clip 
Beating Support 
Fioure 5.17: The major COO"ponfillts makir1g up a siclepod This mage shows the left siclepod, with the 
cutout and heah,lnk tor the rear flipper drive motor 11 the rear vertical meniJer. The right sidepod ooes not 
have tnLS cutout in ',ts ,,'Iar vertical meniJer. 
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FHJlIe 5.18, The lop pia1e and tensioning system ~iewed Irom above and below The skid plates are fully 
lowered on the leI! and lully raised on the rigCi 
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~ _ _ ~_~ ____ 5.2, foe S~ 
Flg lWe 5. 19: A wI-away View o! the ~atIC~ pa'ts CI The TerlSOOinq system shewn i., lhe raised and lowered 
po!l lliOn 
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5.2. The Sidep:>d 
Figure 5.20: The batteries in place In the battery clip 
Fill'.Jre 5 21: The batteries, Iocatinq rails and terminal contacts viewed from below. 
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5.2. The Sidepod 
;~----Battery Locali ...... Rail 
Battery Contact Clamp 
Battery Contact 
'" 
Figure 5.22: The batteries and components making up the battery clip. 
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5.3. The Drive Pulley 
5.3 The Drive Pulley 
Figure 5.23: The driV13 pulley sub-a"em~y. 
UsirJg wide dme tracks results in the pulley, which drive th<Jse tracks being fairly wide. Placing the motor 
controllers. drive and flipper motors within the drive puleys themseives. prollidtis 2 benefits. Space is freed 
up within the robot which c~n be used to install more eqLtipment. also as the motors are fairly heavy, placing 
them within the drive pulleys would move the centre of mass of the robot further forward which is desirable 
for manoauvrabitity [321. This did create ,ome deSign d1allenges though. In addition to providing drive to 
the drive trackS, drive h~d to be provided to the tracks on the flipper arms and the fiipper arms needed drive 
for their positioning. all of which has to move through the same ~xis. A complete pulley sub--assenJbly is 
show-n in Figure 5.23. 
The parts making up ~ drive pulley are shown in Figure 5.24. Both the front and rear pulleys are made 
up of 3 parts. An inside cover which provides the bearing interlace between the pulley and the spme, a 
c9lltral puney Secliw which comprises the majority of the pulley widh and an outside cover which provides 
a bearing interface for locating the outside of the puney_ The drive puneys differ from the rear p<Jlleys in 
that their inside cover is deeper to accommodate the length 01 the motors contained with'., the pulleys. The 
drive pulleys also have an outside cover which has a drive gear sandwiched between 2 aluminium par1s in 
comparison to the rear p<Jlley which has no drive gear and hence the outside cover can be a single pie<;e. 
The layout of the drive pulley is shown in FlQUre 5.25. Pack~ging these cOrTlpOllents within the pulleys 
resulted in tight clear~nces between the rotating drums and motor assemt:>y as is "",ident in Figure 5.26, 
Figure 5.27 shows a sectioo through the spine, drive p<J ll ey and flipper with the mator assembly orientation 
rotated by 180"' to shaw the layout of the drive system. The spine, the sectioned surt:JCe shown in orange, 
locates the mator sub-assembly using a spHne-~ke feature created with dowel pins which fit into scallq:ls 
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53. The Drive Pulley 
• Irside Cover 
• Pulley SectIOO 
• 
• Drive Pulley OtilSide Centre HlIb 
.. .. 
.. 
Fi l}Jre 5.24: An exploded view 01 the drive PJlley. 
F' pper Arm """'''' \ 
Drive Pulley Gear,et 
FigJre 5.25 A cutaway".;ew of the drive PJll ey showirg the comporenls Irside the PJlley. 
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5.3. The Dnve Pulley 
FigLl"e 5 26: A skle view showitlg the cOOlponerts in the clfive pulley and the limited ciear,,",ces 
Figure 5.27: A sectlOr thr0u<Jh the frort clfive train. 
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5.4. The Flipper Arm 
machined into the spine and motor assembly (see Figure 5.28) . A thrust bearing and needle bearing(shown 
against the spine in blue) are used in c<.>mb;rlat;on to locate the inside surface 01 the drive pulley. It was 
necessary to use this bearing arrangement to allow enough space lor wiring to pass through the center 
01 the axle , while conserving space along the drive axis. The drive pulley. sectioned in red, 's located 00 
the outside by a similar tMrust and needle bear;rlQ arrangement. wMich are themser.es Meld caplive in a 
detachable p ate. The drIVe motor drives the pulley thmugh a spur gear l ixed w'rth pins to the pulley 'tsell 
Drive rS then transferred to the pulley criving the flipper tracks through 3 pm on the inside 01 the drive pulley 
outside cover. 
FiQure 5,28: The pins fixing the motor assembly to the sp'r1 e. 
The motor sub-assembly 01 the dr;ve puley, soown in Figure 5,29, contains the motors, motor heat sinks. 
control electron .:;s am flipper positioning shaft. The flipper positioning shalt ;s crh'en by the flipper motor 
through a spur gear (shoWl1 sectioned ;rI yellow in F;gure 5.27) . The shalt is fixed to the arm 01 the fbpper 
on ;ts outs,de. The flipper arm is located on the the fl ;pper pulley w:th a ball bearing, while the llipper pulley 
is located against the posit'rorlirlg shalt with another ball bearing (Both shown in blue in Figure ~,27), 
5.4 The Flipper Arm 
Each flipper arm is a 3 part sandwkoh CQr'struct!on w;th an inrler arid outer plate separated by spacers which 
enclose 2 pulleys, The various pieces mak',ng up each of the 4 flIppers are shown in Figure 5,30, Drive is 
transferred to the /lipper tracks through 3 pins Of' the platform's ma;" drive pulley which can be seen in 
Figure 5,23. These pms lit ,nto the holes in the drive pul ley 01 tMe flipper as shown in Figure 5,31 . 
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5.4 Tn~ FI"q?er Arm 
:------- Moror Gonlml Eleclfol'locs 
Flipper Drive 
\ I"i pper Drive Motar 
OrlV'3 M¢ror 
Fililure 5,29: E~ploded VIew ollhe moIor sub-assembly. 
------ I01S1de Cowf 
____ Flipper Onve Bell 
.... Terosooroef 
Fnpper Arm ___ /~ 
Drove Hub 
Outside CoYll f - --/ 
i'"i guro 5_30 A" o. pjoded view !hOWl rog lh6 various poeces makJ rog ~p rrle ftipP'3r arm 
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5.4. TMa Flipper Arm 
Figura 5.31. TMe inside face of the fllppsr arm. 
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5.5. Drive Traoo 
5.4.1 Flipper Track Tensioning System 
A mechanism for the adjUstment of the flipper track tension is accessibl9 on the outside fac9 of the ffipper 
arm. indicated in Figure 5.32. 
Flipper Trac~ Tansion Adjustmarlt Screw 
Figure 5.32: The oots<de face of tbe Ripper arm. 
As shown in Figure 5.33, the tensioning system for the ftipper uses a set-screw whidl tightens against an 
indined surface on a riser which caLlSes it to move Llpwards. B91t tension keeps the riser in place against 
tha set·scr..w. 
5.5 Drive Tracks 
The main drive track and the flipper tracks are both made from potyurethane Tl 0 timing belt as shown in 
Figur9 5.34. Each main drive bait is 175mm w>::ia W~I~9 9ach flipper bait is 32mm wide. T1 0 bekwas chosan 
as it is Widely avadable and additionatty can be specified w<th caSHn steel reinforcing. Po/yuretbane was 
chosan as the baiting material 01 choke as tbroogb the use of solvents it wouid be possible to weld lugs to 
the outside of the tracks. 
5.6 Motor Selection 
Th9 motor and gearbox combinatoon selected for the drive and flipper motors was initially a 36V Maxon 
120W Brushless DC motor fitted with a 43:1 g9arbox. The dacision to place tha motors inside th9 dri~e 
pulleys necessitated reach ing a compromise between size, power and G(JSt. 
The init ial selection could be narrowed down to 36V brushless motors due to the choice of batteries. Motor 
sll9 was the most strir'!l9nt of the requirement!; The length of 2 motors back to bad< had to be such that 
the platform oooid l it through the an try triang le isae Fi ~ ura 5.5) with additional spaca for mounting ard the 
structure of the platform. Motor power was a more indeflmte G(Jn strmnt. tn theory it wooid be POSSible to 
use gears to generate the requ ired torqU9 from any motor. on th9 othar hand thar9 ar9 practical limitations 
to this approach and a large gear-train wouid add we ight reduce efficiency and oooid be a potential waste 
of the limited availabie space. In general th9 most powertul motor which fit the othar constraints would be 
ideal. Cost was also a somewhat flexible constraint. As the motors woo ld be paid for oot 01 a fixed b..dget 
for the platbrm, overspending on motors wooid laal'e less money available for other itams. hE¥1Ce maximum 
vafua rath9r than minimum cost was sought 
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5.6. Motor Selection 
TenSKJrl MO Set-screw 
Tensioner Riser 
Figure 5 33: A cutaway "iew 01 too track tenslOrl ng system. 
Figure 5.34: A elose·up of a flipper belt. 
5.6.1 Maxon Motor Ranges 
,01,,\ the time of seiection Maxon had 4 p«xluet ranges wHhiM their brushle,s [00\01 family, soown In Figure 
5.35. The brush less mOlor family have the EC designation. The p--CidJ ct ranges ~re as follows' 
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_____________________ 0',6,.-'Moo,'o'",S •• """,.<O, 
Figure 5.35: The various brushles" Maxon motors ranges from lett to right, top to bottom, EC, EC-Max, 
EC-Powermax and EC-Flat. 
EC The star10ard brushless motOf range. This range provides the most selection and fleX Dility, 001 only 
with motors, but alsa with gearboxes aoo other accessories. 
EC-max The 6conom'ICai brushles" motor range. This range consists af a soose! of the EC range WhiCh 
are produced in higher quantilies arod can thus be offered at lower cost to motors in the EC rar>ge 
EC-powermax Tile high petiormarx;e brushless motOf range, The EC-powermax range consists of motors 
with higher power and smaller physical size than the EC range, but Importantly also with a high~ cost. 
EC-tlat The flat motar !ange. This mnge differs rram other EC motors in that the molor is laid oot differently 
to achieve motors which are general ly larger diameter but flatter than the other motors in the EC 
range. 
The motors were compared based an the cost per Watt of power provided by the motor. Tile EC-powermax 
range performed favourat:>y in this comparison, but was ruled oot doo to the rogh cost of the motors (typ'teally 
3 to 4 ti mes tile price of a EC matOi Wltll simi lar p::lwer), and also dLJe to the fact that the 200W motor 
wllich prO'Vided the best valoJe in the range woold have required tile use of larger and mor6 expensive 
motor controllers. The EC-flat ,ange was ruled out as motors which provided value and sufficient power 
coold nat be fitted w'~h gearboxes and were too large ta be realistically mounted w'~llin the platform. EC 
motors above 120W were ruled out due ta tile P'lysical package of the motor wllich would be too large to 
package in the platform. The EC-max rar>ge motors are pllysic:aHy larger tnan the standard EC rar>ge for 
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5.6. Motor Selection 
Figure 5.36: A Maxon planetary gearbox. 
the equivalent power. and the monetary saving was insignlficant(less than RISO per motor) for the motars 
under consideration. 
The 1'20W EC motor was the highest power motor availabie which was physlG<llly sUlta~e. It also provided 
the best valie 01 all other suita~e motors. 
5.6.2 Gearbox Selection 
The gl;arbo. selec~on was depl;ndant on the torque req.;ired to perform certsin tasks. The motars had 2 
separate app lications, drive motors and llipper motors 
To provide additional flexitJility to the djscrete gearbox ratios available from Maxon iSllCh as that shown in 
H,:Jure 5,36) an additional final drive raho was included for both the drive and flipper motors which would 
take the form of a final gear reduction . The nature of operation of a platlorm such as this is intermittent 
periods of high loads, with the majority of time spent either at rest or maneuvering using <Jw power. The 
motors are rsted according to thei r capsbilities to operate conti nLJOusly at the rated ioad in still air ard with 
no heat·sinking of the stator coils which are thermally connect9d to the motor housing. As such an overload 
factor wss specified, which sp cifies the permissible amount beyond the rated performance a motor would 
have to be operated to perform a task. The maximum amount of current which It would be possi~e to dei ver 
to the motors and thus the maximum powef output from the motors is uHimately nmited by the controllers, 
which had a soft limit at 5,01" and a hard cutoff at IDA. ConSidering the 3.76,01" rated current of the motor and 
the 10A I'mit of the controllers. a maximum overload factor of -r;- _ 2.56 was used. 
The worst case scenario for the f l ppar arms would be one in which the entire we'tgnt of the platform would 
be supported 00 the frippers, As this is highly unlikely to "ccur during regJlar operation, specifying the 
motors according to this scenario should allow the pjatform to free itse~ before staMing the motors. 
The worst case ~cgnario fo r a ctive motor wO\Jk:l be one in whicll tMe patform is driving through irregular 
terrain and the entire weight of the platform would have to be lifted vertically by the dri~e motors. While it is 
unlikely that the platform wO\J1d ever be 'n a p:Jsition in wllich the drIVe tracks have to lift the entire platform 
vertically. using this to spl;cify the motor should ensure sufficient torque to free the platform in the case of It 
becoming stuck. 
As the motors and gearboxes were the iirst comp:Jnents to be specified. a number of assumptions were 
msde about the fina l size and wetght of the platform in mder to spIIGify the motors. Additionally to specify 
a gearbox, the manufacturers specifications for the motors were used The assumptk>ns made about the 
platform and motor specificstions are as follows 
The final drive ratio for the ctive snd the flipper was chosen as a 2;j reduction. The torque on the flipper 
m:)tors;s thus given by; 
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5.6. Motor Selection 
Item Value 
Platform 
Platform Weight 20 kg 
Pulley Diameter 150 mm 
Flipper Length 250 mm 
Motor 
Rated Torque 123 mNm 
Rated Current 3.76 A 
Maximum Current 10 A 
Table 5.1 : Platform and motor constants used for motor and gearbox specification 
T Weight Fl' L h F' l D' Ra' F = 2 x 9 x ~pper engt x ma rwe tw 
20 1 
= '2 x 9.81 x 0.25 x 2 
= 12.263Nm 
The overload torque, that is the maximum torque which the controllers should allow the motor to output, 
should be linearly proportional to the amount of current above the rated current which the controllers can 
supply, 
Maximum Torque Maximum Current 
= Rated Torque Rated Current 
M . T _ Rated Torque x Maximum Current axzmum orque - Rat d C e urrent 
. 0.123 x 10 
Maxzmum Torque = 3.76 
Maximum Torque = 0.327N m 
Thus the required gearbox ratio is simply the ratio of the 2 torques, t~:22.J = 37.485 : 1. 
For the drive pulleys the torque required is, 
TD = We:ght x 9 x Pulley Radius x Final Drive Ratio 
= 20 x 9 81 x 0.15 x !. 
2' . 2 2 
=7.358Nm 
Thus the required gearbox for the drive motors is, ~:~~~ = 22.491: 1. 
Using the same gearbox and motor combination for both the flipper and drive motors would result in it being 
possible to swap out a broken drive motor with a flipper motor in the field if necessary, and would reduce 
the number of unique spare parts required. In addition using the same motor and gearbox would yield a 
100/0 discount from the supplier; The gearboxes most closely fitting the requirements were 43:1 and 26:t. 
It would thus be preferable to use a 43:t gearbox for both the drive and flipper motors providing that this 
would not make the platform too slow under normal operation. The rated speed of the motor is given as 
8710RPM, using a 43:1 gearbox and the estimated wheel diameter results in a platform speed of t .6m/s. 
Considering. that an average human walks at about 4-5kmlh which equates to 1.1-1.4m/s, this platform 
speed. was deemed more than acceptable. 
59 
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5.6. Motor Selection 
5.6.3 Track Skid Forces 
During testing it became apparent that the most challenging requirement of the drive motors was to perform 
an on-the-spot turn. The friction co-efficient between the track and the ground, 1', was measured at 0.8. 
Using this information and the geometry of the platform, criteria could be developed for specifying motors 
and gearboxes for the platform. 
The friction forces acting on the tracks while performing a turn were considered. A turn about the center 
point of the platform would imply that all points on the tracks are moving in a circular path. Friction acts 
opposite to the direction of motion and as such the direction of the friction force changes at various points 
along the track. Figure 5.37 shows the forces as a result of friction acting upon a clockwise rotating skid-
steered vehicle. The distribution of mass along the length of the track is assumed to be uniform, and as 
such the magnitude of the distributed frictional force can also assumed to be uniform. The direction of the 
force changes along the length of the track in order to oppose the direction of motion at a particular point. 
The cumulative effect of the forces can be summed and considered to produce a moment due to friction 
acting around the centroid of the vehicle, given in Figure 5.37 as MF • 
I 
FF I 
" '" 
I , 
I \ I \ 
I 
__ t ___ 
---l-- -------~-------
I MF t 
\ t \ I \ / 
" 
Figure 5.37: The distributed friction force FF and resulting moment M F, acting upon a clockwise rotating 
vehicle. 
To calculate the magnitude of the frictional moment MF, the product of the frictional force and its distance 
from the center of rotation at all points along the tracks need to be summed. Figure 5.38 shows a diagram 
of the vehicle and its geometry. The length of track touching the ground is given as LT, while the distance 
between the two tracks is given as Lw. Looking only in the first quadrant as shown, we can say that the 
contribution to the frictional moment over a portion of length ax of some point, distance x from the midpoint 
of the track will be given by FFaxL(x). The total contribution of the first quadrant to MF is then given by, 
The length L changes as a function of x, and can be expressed as, 
The expanded form of the first quadranfs contribution to MF is, 
60 
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56_ Motor Selection 
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Figure 5.38: The geometric constants f<x the vetJ;cle used to calculate the frictional moment caused by r',· 
acting at a distance I~ from the center of rotation. 
The ve tJ; cle is assumed to be symmetric about both its horiwntal and vertical axes thus, 
T~lis can be expressed In 'Integral form as, 
Slnce the distributed frictionallorce, F"" has been assumed to be constant alon<;l the len<;lth of the track, 
t~lis can be removed from the Integral to simplify the equation, 
Stewart [33] gives the inte",al of Hie general form, 
Thus, 
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5,6. Motor Selection 
FiglJ(~ 5,39: The distrbJted d(ive force F" acting upon a clockwise rotati r'"(J veh ide, 
The Irictionallorce ri" can be assumed to be direct'.! proportional through a lr'ction co·effic'tent to the mass 
of the platform goven by }'[, The platkmn mass M. is uniform'.! distrbuted along the length of the 2 tracks 
2 L r . yielding a distrbuted load On the tracks Of,f,:. The distributed Irictional forc~ can then be Qiven by, 
Where Ji 'IS the co-efficient ollriction. and g is th~ Qravitatlonal constant. Substitubr19 this into the previous 
r~u lt g'l\I~s 
; 2!'ilM(Lr /qtL;'. Liv , (LT /L}+Li..) n" (/''11) ''1 '~i ' - r:;:-lV - 1. +"'8 nZ -V -1 - -r- ln ""2 J {51) 
The drive tracks exert drive Ioree to create a tumir19 moment, M,c). which is opposed by the frictional 
moment Jh , For the vehicle to turn the applied rnom~nt must be at I~ast equal to the opposing momMt. 
SO M" ~ M i ". 
The drive force acts at a distance ~ from the cer(erline as shown in Figure 5 39. The moment exerted by 
one track is F",,¥, The totat momer( we to driv~ lorces .'.Iv, 
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Equatirg the drive ard fr'ction moments allows C',} to be determined, 
., ,,'r ' r ' r" r' (r 'r" ,,' 'J 
F M,lIy,,, (,"r ':'7 '-ir "w '-'T /'-'t-,.-"w , - -- -\' +-'" - ' I' 
- LrLw j' 4 ~ ~ , 4 
5,6. MotOi Selection 
"" (' w) ) 
-'" -" 2 
--" -'c ('W)') S ,2 (5.2) 
T~i~ can be used to determine the torqoo reqlJi(emerts at the motor output shaft 'J',\-I, usif1g the drive pulley 
d'iameter f)n ar,d the total gear ratio between t~e motor oolput ard the drive pulley 'JI' 
"-" -,~, ('")'J ~ ,2 (5,3) 
T~e plot of Equatioll5.3 in Figure 5.40 shows t~at as the vehtele gets relatively long and narrow, I.e. e > I 
the tOlque requiretnellts increase ard that corversely with -f;;- < 1 the torque requiremer,ts decrease. 
, . - I , 
9 
/301<11 
V V 1 20kll 
6 
, 
, 
, 
, " .. 
i 
, 
, 
I ! --.J , 5 
Figure 5.40 ' A plot showirg the relationship between the geometry of a vehicle and the motor torque re-
qUired to perform an on.the-s.pot tlKr. Data;s showr for 3 offerert ~ehi cle weights, 
The weight 01 the platform a~ built i~ atxwe 42kg rather than the estimated 20 kg. The ircreased platform 
we 'llht p"shed the torque requiremer,ts beyond what could be pro~ided, even for short periods of time. The 
initial estimatior for maximum torque allowed by the cortroller was based on a maximum current of t OA. 
testing revealed that the controlief's soft Umit of SA woold have beer, a better choice. 
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5.7 Coocludir1\j Remarks 
Using these calCl.llations new motor and gearbox combinations for the drive and flipper motors were ordered. 
Space constraints "mited choice to the same t 20W rTl<Jtor with any 3 stage planetary gearbox. In addition 
to the increased platiorm mass of 42kg. a 17kg robotic arm and sensor payload shown in Figure 5.41 was 
fitted to the platform. Til is yiekJs a new to tal design we ';)ht of 60~g. 
USlng the final platform weight and si~e to determine the dr;".e torque required to perform a tu rn, yiekJs, 
T,. _ MM D1) ("\'/ q t [t + [ if' III (" + \,/Lf + [;.,) I .i.-, In (I.,~ )) 
~ q,I .. ·"I.·w ·t' 1 8 2 'I ~ 2 
U,H~~,H1 "(iII"0.1 ~7 (0 ,00 :, 0.00'+0.0' 0.5' ( 0.65 /0.G5' I 0,3') U,~, (iI ._~) ) *~ O.65xO .~ -,-V j Hill -,--V 1 - T ln \1 
= D.~D5J\im 
Companng this to Ihe lorque required to lift the platform vertically using the drive tracks yields, 
UO 
-2 XH.81 ' 
_ 1l ,21:!;V", 
Thus the torque required to perform an on the spot tu rn".; greater than that required to lifllhe platform ver-
tically, Using 5A Instead of j OA for maximum current gives a new maximum torque of O. t 64Nm. Calculating 
the desi red gearbox ralia far the mator lhus yi elds '(;'-;~~ = ~2.~~G 1. To avoid operating the motor near it5 
I mit, an additional safely factor of 1.5 was applied, til is in turn yields a desired gearbox ratio ot 12l.J l 5: 1, 
The next avaHalje size up from this 's 126 1, which was ordered, 
5.6.4 Revised Flipper Torque Requirements 
The additional platlorm we:ght ultimately changed the demards on the flipper rTl<Jtors arid as such Ihe 
gearboxes needed 10 be re-specified. 
IV "'ghl 2 x '} x F/ipl"'r iAength ~ F",~j Drive RM~) 
tl(I . . 2~ 
-2 XY.~ I X(I.~oX4T 
- 3\1 .13-6 .. ..-",-
Using the new maximum mator torque af O.164Nm, the desired gearbox ratio is 23~ .6 32 ' 1, Unfortunately 
the largest ava'rlable redoction for a 3 stage gearbox is 156 , 1. This was chosen as it was the ooly option, 
The consequences 01 thi ~ are that Ihe flippers have to be used w',th SOme care. and would nat be able to 
rely an the fhppers to remove the fully laaded platform from an s'rtuatioos. 
5,7 Concluding Remarks 
In total there are 68 unique parts and 170 components wh:ch were machined for the platform. The alu· 
minium parts which make lip the maJar'lty of the structure allhe platform are shown in F'';Ju re 5.42 
The concept designed was successfully completed aM met the desired spec'lficahons with the excaption 
of the platform mass which, at 42kg was somewhat h:gher than the desired 2Okg, Further Investigation 01 
how Ihe compleled platiorm met Ihe specifications IS given in Chapter 7. In Chaptar 6 which fallaws, the 
electrical, fflectronlc and soltware systems which cootroi the platfCO"m are discussed. 
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5.1. Corc\,d,ng fi.&marU 
• 
FigL"e S ~ 2 : T~& rfk"1chinoo alUrnLnLe,m narts makor,g up Ihe pialjo,m aft !/l ar~ di"">g 
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67 
Chapter 6 
Electrical, Electronic and Software Systems 
tn ?rder to operate the platform's mechanical systems, power and control signals must be directed to the 
various s.ubsyst~"'!s of the robot These systems can be broken down into the electrical system which is 
tasked w~ providing power to the platform, the control system, which is the electronic equipment whfch 
converts signals sent by the operator into the signalS required to make the motors move, and finally the 
software which provides the interface between the operator and. the platform. 
6.1 Power DistributIon 
The platform makes use of 18V 3.0Ah Lithium-Ion Makita power tool batteries as the power source. The 
platform contains 6 of these batteries in total. The terminals of the batteries are connected to a power 
distribution board. The board was deSigned to fit upright within the sidepod, as shown in Figure 6.1. This 
board has a number of functions; 
Power Supply The board connects 2 sets of 2 batteries in series to provide 36\1, while the remaining 2 
batteries are used to supply 18V. The 36V power line is used to power additional SWitched mode 
power supplies to provide both 12V and 5V which are used to power additional equipment added to 
the robot. 
Power Tether The board uses relays which switch from battery to tether supplied power when the tether is 
connected. 
Emergency Stop The board uses the emergency stop switch to trigger a relay which disconnects all power 
lines, thus shutting down all robot sub-systems. 
Figure 6.2 shows the schematic of the power board, while the functional components are shown in Figure 
6.3. 
6.2 Control 
Figure 6.4 shows an overview of the control system. The control system can be described as follows; 
Interface layer The software on the operators computer converts the position of the joystick into a com-
mand to send to the robot. This software is discussed further in Section 6.3. 
Communications layer The operator's computer sends the command over Ethernet to the Ubiquiti Router-
Station Pro wireless router board in the control station. The router board takes the command and 
transmits it wirelessly to an identical router-board on the platform. The router board on the platform 
receives the command and outputs it through its Ethernet port. 
Control Layer The command sent by the operator is extracted from the Ethernet packet and outputted 
over serial by the Tibbo 051206 Ethernet-to-serial converter. The command is then broadcast to the 
. motor control boards on the robot.. The microprocessor on the motor control boards uses a Digital to 
Analogue Convertor (DAe) to generate an analogue Signal sent to the Maxon motor controllers which 
is used to set the desired motor speed. Buffered 10 pins control the enable and direction pins on the 
Maxon motor controller. 
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6.2, Cootrol 
Figure 6, t: The power distribullOn ooard installed in the platform sdepod, 
6.2.1 Wireless Router Board 
The "";reless router boards used on the operator station and on the plattorm are identk;al Ubiqui~ Router-
Statton Pro boards. Both boards are fitted with 2 5JlGHz radios which eacl1 connect to an antenna_ These 
router boards are fundamenta~y an efTlbeddOO compuler rurtlliro;) a \'ersian 01 Linux, deSIgned specifically 
lor use on network routers. called OpenWRT. Sett ing up these boards is a<:;hie\'ed by n gging Orito Ihe 
boards Over an SSH connection and altering conf,;)uration files On the boards An 'mage of one 01 these 
boards;5 shown in Figure 6,5. 
6.2.2 Ethernet to Serial Converter 
The exi sting motor control boards receive commands via RS232 serial commun;';ation, while the router 
boards communicate primarily tlvough Ethernet, TIle router boards do ha~e an on·board serial pori, how-
ever trws would require writing software to run on too rwter which would convert the Ethernet s';gnals to 
serial, th is would require additional setup to be done on any replacement board, and would only provide 
one serial port, The Tibbo 081206 Ser;al to Ethernet cOll~erter shown in Figure 6 ,6, reQJ!res nO setup. and 
;s capable of providing 4 serial connections through one port and as such was a preferable choice to the 
serial pori onboard the Router8taiiOO Pros. 
6.2.3 Motor Control Boards 
The motor control boards shown in F;~ure 6.7 were designed by Robolics and Agents Research Laboratory 
MSc student Justi n Pead and were re",ogramrned for uSe in this application_ Too board features a Freescale 
GT16 m'.;roprocessor which interlaces with a DAC, The DAC is used to outpu l a voltage between 0 and 
5V corresponding to a received motor speed value ri (}'255. This analogue signal i~ then connected to the 
speed controf input on the Ma~on motor controllers_ The rncroprocessor also uses a oomber of bu ffered 10 
pins to COritroi the enable and direction in""ts on the Maxon motor controller,,_ 
6.2.4 Control Command Structure 
The motor control boards have a defined structure for the commands which they will a<:;cept. The slructure 
IS as Iollows; 
255ABC 
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t 211 DC·DC 
Convertors 
36V. 12V atld 511 
Power Outp.Jts 
Inputs 
\ 
Smoothing 
Capacitors 
Relays 
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Figure 6.3: The varilus comPJoonts on the PJwer distribution board. 
6.2. COrltlol 
255 Initiate Each command starts with 255 as a method for signalling the start of a command to prevent 
errors in the event 01 corrupted co mmun>cations. 
A Motor select This 'IS a number between 0 and 4 which specifies wh id1 motor the Gommar.:! IS irltended 
for {See Figure 6.8), 
8 Di recti on When 0 th;" command causes the motor to spin in the docl<:wise direction . othelWise the motor 
spins In the anti-clocl<:Wlse direction. 
C Speed This number between 0 and 255 sets the speed of the motor. 
6.2.5 Motor Controllers 
The controllers used are Maxon DECV5OI5 controllers These controllers are capa~e 01 supplying 5A con-
tinuously, rut can provide l.p to tOA for short periods of time, Figure 6.9 shows the cootrollers as supplied 
in their metal enclosures and also once removed from from the enclosure to allow the board to be fitted i~ 
the drive p.Jlleys. 
6.2.6 Video Cameras 
Three blacK and white miniature cameras are installed on the base. One of these CameraS is shown in 
Figure 6. t O. The Camera s'rgnals are encoded lor transmission across the Ethernet network by the Bosch 
VIP X2 video encoder shown in Fioure 6.tl The cameras provide a forward. rear and top view 01 the 
platform. 
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6.2 Contr~ 
Figure 6.4 , The conlr~ syslem 01 Ih ~ plattorm. Tne If;lure snows tne cor.trol system broker. dCIWr. ir.to Its 3 
rooctionallayers The items enclosed by the biue dashed line are on the operator control station, while the 
items eoclosed by the gre~n line are on ooard the platform itsel1-
Figure 6.5: The Ubiquifl RouterSlat:.m Pro boards used 10 communicate with the platform 
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6.2. Control 
Figure 6 6; TIl e Tibbo OSt 206 Ethernet to serial converter 
Figure 6.7; The motor control boards used to prO'Vide sionals to the motor controllers. 
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Figure 6 8- Plan ~iew showing the poSItions or th e various motors on the platform. 
Figllfe 6.9: The Maxon DECYSOi5 motor controller inside arld alsO removoo lrom the enclosure. 
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F:!lure 6. 10. lh& m"'>jllure ca,m;oras ,nstal led on the poatfo .... n. 
Figure 6 11 : The Bosch VIP X2 Ethernet vdeo OO<;lJder 134]. 
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USB~:~~' --J~~~;;~~';';;~I;,~,,;:,~.~.~,~, ==,;,";:l 
I 
lAo"'r 0: 0 
lAo"'r 1: 0 
lAo"'r Z: 0 
lAotor 1: 0 
Mo"'r 4: 0 
6.3. Software Systems 
P1atlorm IP Addre~s 
a-bit DAC speed 
{D-2.55) 
FiQure 6. t2: The GUllor the conlrol ~oftware for the robot. 
6.3 Software Systems 
The ~oltware referred 10 in this seclion is primarily the software which runs on the operator's computer The 
sdtware runn ing on the motor controllers onboard the robot is desc(bed above, 
To control the robot. the contr~ software takes an input from a device such as a Joystl,"" converts th is into 
values for mobr speed and then transmits this information over the network to the platform, A screenshot 
of the contro l program is shown in Figure 6.12.. It is written usi r>;l th e Win32 c++ libraries lor maximum 
execution speed. This does how""er limit the u~e of the software to the M;crosoft Windowsn. operatir>;l 
system. Wr itinQ the code usi!l\l a lanquaQe or libraries which wou kJ allow i I 10 be portoo mOre eas'l y to other 
operating systems was conside red, b!J; was deemed urdesirabie. WindowsTu is by far th e most popular 
operating system in u~e today and woukf most likely be installed by default on any computer used for the 
operator sta~on . Also it is highly likely Ihat the operator slation will have to run software wh ;ch will only 
run on the M;crosoft WndowsTu operat'ng system Ilor example the Bosh Video encoders are des ,," ned 
primarily lor use with Windows™). 
The software comrTJJnicate~ with th e j::Iystick as an Human Intetiace Dev <:e {HIDI device. This r::ho<ce was 
made as it allOWS the use of any generic USB dev;ce to be used a~ a controlle r. The software r;ommunicates 
with the device ard ret~eves the rlJmber of axes and oottons which the device possesses. It also retrieves 
the maximum values of the axe~, U ~ing these libraries it is possible to create control software wh';ch shO<Jkf 
worl:: ,*,th any USB device. The HIO code was testoo with 2. <flfterent model Logitech gamepads. 3 different 
Micro~olt Joy~licks and a 3dConnexion SpaceMouse, It wa~ able 10 use all de_ices as conlrollers without 
the need to :nstall any drivers 
6.3.1 Joystick Input Transformation 
A problem faced when trying 10 control the mot;on of a trackoo _ehicte wilh a JOystick type controller, is how 
the va OJ es retri eved from the position of the joystick should be r;onverted to speed inputs 10 the motors. It 
is desired that the use of th e joysticl:: shouk:f be totally intuitive and require no or mnimal operator training , 
As such we w;sh to cons;der what motion would be expecled from any part;cular joystick input and try 
and create a system that generates the requi roo motor values from those irputs, with smooth transitions 
between them, 
The particula r device and software driver being used for rec,,;v'lng irpJt values from the input device wiN 
effect the raw data. but lor the sake of th is example, the init'lal state is consd ered where each axi s of the 
Joystick has possible values from II ----> J","" and in the rest position the axis woukf have the _alue 0I~ . 
This arrarlQ ement for a 2. axi s joysHck is shown in Fgure 6.13. 
It woujd be desirable for the joystick to have a rest posH'ron of (1I , lJi ard a maximum magnitude of 1. 
Ihis would al bw for the (i;rection vector to be easily scaled. The space ard hence the direction vector fj 
is transformed to prod llCe th e space shown in Figure 6,14 and the transformed direction vector [y , It is 
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I ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 
, 
~----------------~ ' 
Figure 613: The ·., itial space raw data tram ajoystick may ba received i~. The red cross·hairs in the center 
i~dicates the rest position of the joystict, the blue bounding box shows the limits ot joystick values a~d 
vBctor j shows an example vector of the joysticks positio~. 
,_ - - - - - 0 _______ _ 
(-l -II 
i (l l) 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ C~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C 
D : 
___________ 0 ___ ' 
Figure 6.14: The transformed joystick space a~d direction vector. 
possible to find 15' using the following formula, 
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63. Software Systems 
FiQure 6.15: A visu~1 representation 01 tile r,ontrol metaphor 
6.3.2 Control Metaphor 
The input from the JOystick ultimately is being used to derive v""-'es to send to the dlive motors on·board the 
platlorm. The aim of the control system was lor it to be as intl.itive as possible, With this in mind. thouo;Jht 
was given to what platform motion could be exp~ed from vanous joystick motions 
Joystick pushed fOlWard 
The platform shouk:l move Iorward. 
Joystick pulled backward 
The platform shoo ld move backward. 
Joystick pushed left or right 
The platiorm should perform an <;O'I-the-spot turn in the anti-dockwise and docI<wise direc10n respac:-
tively. 
Joystick pushed in a direction between the x and y axes 
The platform should perform a sweeping turn. 
The control metapoor coosen to simulate this behaviour 'IS one of a two-wheeled cart being pulled by ~n 
elastic rope as shown in Figure 6 t 5. 
Th s model has a number of use/en features; 
Steering arm 
This feature provides the on -the-spot turning abili ty and through changing the geometry allows the 
steering sensitivity to be adjo.Jsted 
ElastiC rope 
The joystick r,on tro ls both the direction and the speed of the platlorm. In most vehiCles separate 
controls would be used fo r speed and direction, the accelerator pedal and steering wheel in a car 
lor Instance. If possible. it wou ld be desirable to USe one cont rol for both speed and direction. The 
distance from the rest position of the joystic:k could be viewed as the magnitude of the speed. while 
the direction the joystICk is pointing in oould be viewed as the direction the robot 'IS travel ing. This can 
be visu ~lis ed as an elastic rope pul ling the cart. the di rection the rope is pulled in controls the direction 
01 the cart, and the extension of the rope would relate to the speed the cart travels at 
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F>gure 6. 16: The geometry of the cart used as th" cont~ rnataphor. 
Dead band 
This can be thooght 01 as the elastic ropa baing slack, when the joystick is moved small distances 
around tha cant"r pjnt, nothing will happen. A dead-band helps to combat unwanted movements 
due to vibration, or due to the joystick not returning pr"cisaly to its zero position attar beir<;l released 
Figure 6.16 shows the layout of the cart The speed of the steo>ring arm ,,00 due to the operator '«llied 
force;5 represented by uwh;t<> tM motor speeds are represented by .tI, ard :1,1,. 
The combined effect of the wheel speeds. Jill and ;,f_, should <>qual that 01 U, which has componants 
(xv yJ The rotational ard translational velocities can be summed 10 Hrd the resultant wheel velocities. 
Su mrri ng th" rotational velocities arouoo the cente' of the the cat1, 
.\i,,,.,,,. .::, 
-;\[1"" .::" 
~, t·, 
M". ,,, - _:,;, .\;1 
k, 
The translational velocities of the wheels must be equal to that 01 the cart, 
(6 1) 
(6.2\ 
The r.,tio between the width of the cart and the the steerirq arm j;- 'IS combined into a single geometry 
constant k,. In total, -
!.t.:, = M"',·"n., - M J"" . 
MJ - y , - le, .::" (6.4) 
(6 .5) 
'" 
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( - " ,0) if;. II: 
, 
(0 - I j 
Figure 6.17: The region of acceptable velocity vectors. 
Both Mo and M j have a maximum magnitude. Wllich lor the sake of convenierce can be set to 1. This 
.. aces limits on acceptable values lor x. and V. 
IMol :S 1 
Iy. + k,x. 1 S 1 (6 .5) 
1M, < 1 
(6 ,7) 
rhis creates a region 01 acceptable values for !h, and 0"0 as shown in Figure 6.17, 
What is now required is rome method ot translorrning the space and joystick :nputs shown in Figure 6.14 
to that shown in FtgUre 617 The direct",n of tile joystick input vector needs to be preserved. while its 
magnitude needs to be scaled. Th is leads to a transi:;mnation scheme similar to that shown in Figure 5.18 
ConslderirIQ a generic sltuation as SllOWn in Figure 6.1 9 the proposed method lor transiormat'on is to 
consider. 
(6.8) 
The line i(x:: defined by D, h~s the equation. 
while the equation lor the line g(.l;:' in any quadrant IS given t:o{, 
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, 
: (0.-1) 
Figure 6.18: The transformation from joystiCk input to vehicle speed vector. 
t ... 
:111. 1) 0'.-
, 
, (11.-1) 
Figure 6. t g; The joystick space and direction vectors before arid after transformation. 
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6.3. Software Systems 
YD ( XD ) g(X) = IYDI 1 - IXDI kgx 
The point of intersection between f(x) and g(x) allows vm~x to be found, 
From 6.8. 
xv ..... ., = IYDI + kglxDI 
YD 
v jj 
Vm~ = D;ax 
Xv XD 
:.--=--
XD 
Xv=Xv ....... --XD ....... 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
Depending on where along the boundary D;ax is. XD ..... ., can be found, then used to find the motor speed 
values MO and M1, 
f(x) = ±1 = YD = YD XD IYDI XD ..... ., 
XD 
XD ..... .,=-
YD 
Using 6.10 and 6.9 
xDIYDI Xv = .,---:-,-,~--,. 
IYDI + kglXDI 
YDIYDI 
Yv = IYDI + kglxDI 
Substituting back into 6.4 and 6.5 
Mo = (YD + kgXD)IYDI 
IYDI + kglxDI 
Ml = (YD - kgXD)IYDI 
IYDI + kglxDI 
XD 
XD ....... = ±1 = IXDI 
Using 6.10 and 6.9 
xDlxDI Xv = -:--~~---:-
IYDI + kglxDI 
YDlxDI 
Yv = IYDI + kglxDI 
Substituting back into 6.4 and 6.5 
Mo = (YD + kgXD)lxDI 
IYDI + kglxDI 
Ml = (YD - kgXD)lxDI 
IYDI +kglxDI 
The maximum value of Mo and Ml is 1. Thus to generate integer values to send to the motor, a scaling 
factor needs to be applied. To achieve intuitive operation, another factor I=~I is applied to the kgXD term. 
This can be physically thought of as reversing the direction of the steering arm when the vehicle is put in 
reverse. 
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IXDI :5IYDI 
Where, 
X D The x co-ordinate of the joystick input in the range -1 to 1. 
YD The y co-ordinate of the joystick input in the range -1 to 1. 
6.4. Concluding Remarks 
IXDI > IYDI 
kg The geometry factor of the vehicle. The vehicle becomes more sensitive to steering inputs as this factor 
tends toward O. 
ks The speed factor. This factor is equal to the maximum value which one wishes to send to the motor. 
6.4 Concluding Remarks 
The systems described in this chapter function as required for evaluation of the platform. Development 
is necessary in most systems to ruggedise the platform. The design of the electrical systems should be 
expanded to include additional desirable features (e.g current monitoring and switching capabilities on the 
power board and position control of the flippers) • These systems also require additional testing to ensure 
robust operation outside of the controlled environment present during testing. 
The following chapter goes on to test the performance of the platform. From the results of the tests, conclu-
sions are drawn as to how any problems may be rectified and where improvements may be made. 
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Chapter 7 
Testing and Results 
The specifications in Chapter 3 defined the desired performance of the platform. Testing the actual perfor-
mance of the platform helps to determine a set of operating guidelines and also uncovers areas in which 
future development might improve performance. A set of test procedures was drawn up which would test 
the performance of the platform. 
7.1 Test Procedures 
The testing procedures tor the platform were as follows: 
Turning Perform clockwise and counter-clockwise 3600 0n-the-spot turns at various motor speeds. 
• Measure current 
• Measure speed 
Driving forwards Drive forward over a distance of 1 m at various motor speeds. 
• Measure current 
• Measure speed 
Driving In reverse Drive backward over a distance of 1 m at various motor speeds. 
• Measure current 
• Measure speed 
Ramp cllmbrng Climb 30° and 45°inciines at various motor speeds. 
• Measure current 
• Measure speed 
Obstacle climbing Climb onto a platform using the flippers. 
• Measure current 
Stair climbing Climb onto and up a staircase. 
• Measure current 
COmmunications Measure the delay for a network message to reach the robot. 
• Measure time using ping tool. 
7.1'.1 Measurement 
The above procedures require the measurement of current and speed, the testing procedures used are 
described below. 
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Figure 7.1: Current measurement; were taken from too power suppjies as in tn i, screenshot. 
Figur" 7.2: The Nationallnstrumenl LabView a~icalio" used for the second series 01 le,t, 
1.1.1.1 Speed 
To test the speed at which the platform moved, test; were cor<iucted over a f ixed distan<;e aed timed u,ing 
a ,lopwalch or video footage whera possde 
7.1.1.2 Current 
Measuring lhe current draw 01 the platform was ,omewnal challenQing doo to the electrical rl{)ise created 
by the motot~ . A dedicated Clne,,! tneasurer,...,,,! module was in devalopment by Robotics and Agents 
ReseOlfch Laboratory MSc student David Lwalx>na at the time of testing. As Ihk; rnodJle would provide 
accurate and real-time current readings arid detailed measurements were r1<lj required for tNS stage 01 
testing, the decision was made to use the current read-oot from the power supply la, in F;Qure 7.1) to give 
an indication of the current draw of the platform, 
For (he second set 01 te,t~, the cQntrol eleC1rOfl>Cs on the platform had been replaced, a~d as soch the 
ori;Jinal control proqram no longer worked A National Instrument LabVIEW ~licatk>n was created by 
David Lwabona lor use in testing the platform. rhe Graphical User Interface (GUI) lor the program is shown 
in Figure 7.2 The test setiJP cornpr;s;ng a l"'Ptop running the control code and the power oupplies from 
which current readings were taken;~ shown in Figure 7.3, 
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7.2, Test Results 
F'9Ure 7,3: Tr.e ~etup of the operaior control staIion for testing 
7.2 Test Results 
Two SIlries of tests were perfCO"med, Initial testing found that the platform lacked torQJe for both the drive 
and t~pper motor~, Subsequently new motors w",e ordered and litted, the platform was anoclised ark:! tr.e 
smooth belts used wring too initoal teSllng wele fitted With polyurethane feet for additional traction . Tr.e 
platform was then re·assembled al"ld taken to the 2012 RoboCup Rescue competition in Mexico City, Time 
constraints meant that only l mited testing could occur before the RoboCup cOO1petition, Upon return from 
RoboCup. testing was redone using the new motor and gearbox cOO1blnations. 
7.2.1 Turning 
Turning on·tOO·spot represents a challenge a.~ the tracks need to srp ~ignlficantly to be able to complete 
thiS manoeuvre (further discu~sion on this is provided 'In Section 5.6.3 on page 60). The results 01 this 
test indicated that too motors had Insufficient torQJe to reliably spin on-the-~pot The motor controllers 
occasionally went into current limiting mode and the behaviour was errat;::;, 
F'ltment of the higher ratio gearboxes allowed the platform to turn at low speeds. The current draw was 
similar for both the clockWise and counter-clockwise turns. although the counter-clockwise turn took 105 
less With the same molar set speed, A plot of current draw over time during the turn at ,he lowest speed 
(1h) IS glvenrn Figure 7.4, 
At 20% speed the lateral forces on the drive belts Were suff;c;ent to cause or>e of the d(lve motor~ in each 
test to stall and adcUt;onaHy caused severe misalignment of the belts. In addition to the misalignment. the 
tateral force~ Were sulf;::;ient to cause the bek to bend along ;ts width . The current draw and points at which 
each of the dr;"" motco"s stalled are shown in Figure 7 5. The m'lsalignment caused by turn'lng at hrgher 
speed~ I~ ~hown in Frgures 7,6 7.7 and 7 S. 
7.2.2 Straight line 
The straight line tests ;nvol~ed d(l~ing the robot ft}I'Ward and backward over a marked distance (Figure 7.9) 
and mea~u(",g the true and current required to perform thi~ task. 
Initial testing ran into problems as the tracks worked off the drive pUlleys as the rooot drove, This behaviour 
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7,2. Test Results 
Counter-
clockwise 
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Fioure 7,4: Current draw Over time during platform lurns at speed "l'h , 
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Figure 7,5 Current draw over time during platform turning at 20% speed. The points at which the motors 
stalled and at 'Nh~h Ihe tosts wore aborted are shown 
was oot plesent wilen the robot was run without th e tracks touchino the grooOO. The first suspicion was 
that Ihe drivo pulleys wore not para~oI to each other and perpendicular to the sp'lne. To invostioato this 
hypothesis. the platform was fastened to the bed of a milling machne, and a clock gauge was used to ensure 
the spine 01 the robot was parallel to one axis of the bed as can be seoo in FI:Jure 7.1 O. Tho cm gauge was 
then run along Iho width of the drive p.Jlley to measure how much it deviated from being perfectly square. 
Ttlis process is shown 'n Fioure 7.1 1 Measuroments were taken at 4 points around the circumferonce of 
the pulley. The results showed that the p.Jlleys wore misa'gned by at most O,04mm OVer the entire p.Jney 
width of lBOmm and in most cases were out by less than 0.01 mm. This level of rrisalignment was deemed 
unlikely to cauSe the traGI< to run oIf the punoy at Iho rate which was being witneSSed, 
The next hypothosis was that tho teeth of the pu~oy waro slightly spirall9d along the width of the pulloy 
causing the belt to be pushed off when run in one direchon and drawn in when run in the other, This fit 
with tho observations of the platform driving. To keep the belt in place. the front outside hub supports were 
modified to include a vertical pin on Iheir top Sido which wouid limit tho amoont the belt could bo pushed off 
tho p.Jlleys, This modHk;ation 'IS shown in Figure 7.12. Testing this conf iguration resulted in the belt pushing 
strongly aOainst the pin, and evenlually the edge of tho belt risi .... up and jumpllO over the pin . It was 
suspected that the ".,.,.;ght of the platform was holding the belt firmly in place ard with each revolution of 
the puWoys the sliding 011 0/ the belt was compounded. To combat this, a similar pin was litted to the bottom 
side 01 the outside hub support, ard the pins Were repicated 00 the rear 0/ the platform. This modilication 
solVed tho problem and as slJCh testino cooid bo conlinued 
The robot was run in forwards and reverso and timsd avor a distance 0/ I m while Iho currOl1t draw was 
measured. The tests were performed at 6 speeds in the range of 0·255, These I'lJmbers correspond to a 
motor speed of approximalely 0·1000Drpm for an lJI1loadod motor [35] Tho rosults of this tost are shown 
in FI:Juro 7,13. Plots of tho current draw during the tests are shown for the forwards direction in Figure 
7,1 4 and for leverSe in Figure 7,1 5, In Figure 7.16 a plot of the maximum curront draw when trayelling at 
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72. Test Results 
FlgIJre 7.S, After a clockwise tl1l"n the rear end 01 the left track was forced against the spine W1th enoll9h 
force to cause the track to mount the spine. The torce was sufficient to cau~ the edge of the spine to slice 
the teeth of the tracks. 
various speeds is shown 
The second set of tests were run W1th different tracks. on a d',fferent surface and with different motors. AIl 
such a (li'ect comparison between peeds and currents in the 2 sets of tests has limited valOJe. AIl with the 
previous tests, a distance of I m was marked out on the floor and the platform was timed when travelling 
over the distance to determine its average speed. Based on the new gearbox ratios it should be expected 
that the platform will move at li3"' of its previous speed, The tests appro~imately met this predktion. The 
results of the tests are shown In Fi ~ures 7.17.7.18, 7.19 and 7.20. 
f>laCln~ 60kg of wei~ht on the platform 'Increased current draw to approximately 4A at bw speed while 
moving In a straight line. 
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Figure 7.7: The umersde altha platform ailer a clod<wlse turn at 20"10 speed. The IfOnt of the leit track is 
shown having clirrbed over the lip of tce spne Also sllOwr are 'he areas wrere le"l have detad1ed rrom 
the d,rve celts 
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Figure 7.8: A vial" lrom tha Iront 01 the plat/orm The lett track has bant 5ullidently to close the gap which 
shoold ba between the track and tha spina (visible on the right track) il the track was straight. 
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7.2. Test Results 
FigLJre 7. 1 0: The ckJ cl<: gaLJge was run along the sp"'e to ensure it was parallel with one axis of the mill. 
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7.2. Test Results 
- - -------
Figure 7.11, The platlorm secured on the table of a mill,,",," machine to determine the deoree to wh);:;h the 
drive pulleys were OIl! of alignment. 
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F''ijure 7.12: A guide pin mod~ication to i<e<!'p th .. drive tracks in pjaG" . 
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Figure 7.13' The results of the forward aoo reverse speed tests. 
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FiglJl"e 7, 14: The current draw 01 the robot whi le travelling forwards at various speeds, 
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Figure 7.15: TIm current draw of the robot while travelling in reverse at various speeds. 
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FiglJl"e 7.16' The maximJm cutTent draw of the robot while travelling forwards and in reverse at various 
speeds. 
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Figure 7,17: The resll ts of tne forward and reve rse speed tests with new motors_ 
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Figure 7 ,1 9: The current draw of the robot whil e tJavej ling in reverse at various speeds with new motors 
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speeds with new motors. 
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7.2.3 Slope Climbing 
An adjustable slope was constructed and a distarx:e was marked aut 00 the slope. The time tCI move across 
the marked distarx:e was measured arid cl.frentdraw to mount the slope and move up it was also measured. 
As a protection feature the motor controllers grackmlly slow down the motors to avoid excess energy being 
dumped back into the batter\es. Due to thi s there was the (lSI< that at higher speeds the robot might run 
over the top of the ramp as the motors were slowing down, SO the tests were rot performed o~er the entire 
range of speeds. The setup of the slope is shown in Fgure 721 , while the results of the 3ry-- test are shown 
in Figure 7.22. A piclt of the cu rrent draw duri rig the test can be seen in Frgure 7.23. 
Figure 1.21 : The slope used tCI testthe slope climbing performance of the platform. The irx: , ned suriace can 
be seen here covered with a high fr;ction sil.con mat to attempt to pro~ide enough tractiCln Ie" the platlorm 
to ascend the slope. 
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Figure 7.22: Results of the speed lest perbrmed on the 3ry- ramp. The tests were stopped at speed 153 
dlJe to concerns that the robot wau Idrl' t stop before the end of the ramp. 
The initial tests on the 45" ramp showed there was insufficient gr'p between the ramp and the tracks. The 
ramp was then covered with a silicon !lOn·slip mat to improve the grip. This imprcl~ed the situation somewhat 
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Figure 7.23; A plot ot the pjatforms current <taw ooring the ramp climbing tests at various speeds 
bJt It was stilt not possible to compjete the tfjst. It was noted that the <i"ive motors were stalling by drawing 
too much current (SA per motor) at approximately the same flme that they were losing gr~. 
The new gearboxes ard feet titted to the drive tracks significantly improved the slope climbing performance. 
In addition to this a more aggressive speed ramp was chosen lor the controller so that there were no bnger 
concerns that the platlarm might run O'.Ier the edge 01 the rarT"lp. Or.:;e the ~ew rootors were titted the 
platlorm was able to climb both the 30" ard 45" slopes The arrangement ot the ramp is shown in Figure 
7.24. The results of the testing are shown In Figures 7.25, 7.26. 7.27 a~d 7.2B. 
Figure 724: The RarT"lp used k1r the second set of slope climbing tests 
The angle of the slope was :~creased to 61Y' belore the trocks began 10 slop on the slope. The test was per-
brmed at sklw speed (,h), while ament remai~ed below 3.2A The slope and plafurm are shown in Figure 
729. These ooservalioo1s would indicate that gr~ rather than torque is the limiting faClor in determi~ing the 
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7.2, Test Results 
Figure 7,25. A plot of speed Input against platform speed whilst cnmbing a 30" slope. 
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Figure 7.26; A plot of speed Input against platform speed whilst climbng a 45',' s" pe, 
'ncline whi en the platfC>"m can climb. 
7.2.4 Flipper Tests 
Initial testing With the flippers showed that the flipper motors where unable to prOVide enough torque to lift 
the platform usill\l the lull length 01 the arm, There was suft ~:"lent torque to just lift the robot when the llipper 
arms operated wi th a shorter lever arm, rot this did make it i~ssible to perform the stair arxl platform 
climbin ~ tests 
Another 'ISsue was experienced with the controj of the flipper arm motors, Drive 'IS transferred to the be lt 
On the flipper il(m thrC<.J ~h the nipper pulley by the main drive pulley. ThiS torque will cause tne flipper arm 
to rotate un less It is hekl in place The controllers for the motors provide a funcj';on to brake the motors 
to prel'l:lnt them lrOO1 being rotated , Unfortunately thG brake function was insufficient and Sli ll allowed the 
flippers to be back driven by the torque applied by Ihe dr'"e puHey 
Once the new motors and gearboxes were fitted the platform was able to climb obstacles us';ng the lip · 
pers. The test shown in Figure 7,30 was performed to test the functionality of the llippers in climbing wer 
obstacles. The maximum current draw was 2,6A which was experienced whije us ing the flippers. 
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Figum 7,28: The Currant draw for th<l platfo rm climbing a 45" slape at vaMous speeds 
During ta,~ng thG roctarogular keys attacillllg the flipper, to the flipper drive shafts workEld loose and caused 
a certain arTDunt of play'., the fllwer drive train. Thi~ rasulted·., the flipper motors mov'lng lor a short while 
b<lfore atlgagitlg IOi th 1I1G fl ipp<Jrs themselves. 
7.2.5 Stair Tests 
Sta'ir dimbing test, coold otliy be completed ooce the new motor and gearbox combinations were fitted as 
mOlll1ting a sat of stairs raquires th<l US<l of the fl~per arm~. Tha test, W<l!a performed on tha stairs shown 
in Figure 7.31 
The speeds and c:urrents duritlg tile stair tests are gi , en in Figures 7,32 and 7,33, 
F''ijure 7.34 shows the platlorm climbing a 59t of stairs wh'le navigating uSing th<llJrward and rGar facing 
cameras. 
The stair cnmbing ab il ity of the p atform was also tested on steeper steps such as toose soown in Figure 
7.35, On steaper stairs it bacame nec9ssary to use the flippers to !yo,ide additional stability Occasionally 
the feet bonded to the belts slipped off the steps and caused thG entire platlorm to ~Iip down the ioc line. 
This became more prevak>nt and probiGmatic on stG<lp<lr stairs. 
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F'gure 7.29, The platform an a 6()0 slope 
7.2.6 Communication 
The standard ""twark diagnostic tool pi:lg was used. This tool sends a small mes5a1dt' to a network dev'tee 
requesting that the oo";ce return the message to the sender The tool then measures the difference in time 
between wh en the message was sent arod the reply was reooved to cabJiate the length 01 time taken for 
the round trip. 
Performing jests in a 10m area around the robot re5llited in pnQs consistently less thall 5ms, with the 
majority of the reslllts being less than 2m~. As these results were substantia l y lower than the 6O-8Oms 
ping deemed ,""ceptable in the specifications, lurther testi", was deemed unnecessary until more detailed 
oommunication specificatiolls could be drawn up. 
7.2.7 Entry Triangle 
The most s';jlliricant constraint for the design of this pjatform was the necessity to fit thrwgh a standard 
entry triangle as defined by the NIST Fortunately during tile RoboC~ 2012 Competition in Mexico City. it 
was possible to drive the platlorm throligh a regulation entry triallgle as showll in Figu re 7 36. 
7.3 Summary 
The conckJslans drawn from each test are !ilVen in the subsections which tollow A trend noticed across 
tests was that the pjatlorm drew more LtJrrent after moafications were made than Defore. This is most likely 
due to the dillerences in the drive track and g{()und interactian as it would be expected that WIth higller 
torque motors the platform currents should decrease. 
7.3.1 Straight Line Tests 
rllese tests show that the speed value glVerl to the mators have a linear relatianshlp to the platfarm speed 
as shown in Figure 7.13 Fi(lU res 7 1 4 ood 7.1 5 sbow the current draw risi nQ to a certain level as the platform 
accelerates. oscillating at this level and finally dropping down when the platform slows dawn. As would be 
expected, tile current draw i",reases w ith imoreasino;l speed. One unexpected result from the testing was 
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ngure 7.30: The platform climbing over a 250mm high obstacle, 
that the platform seems to consistently draw m<)re current when travelling in reverse than when travelling 
fOlwards, As the centre of mass is placed deliberately foIwards, this could explain the discrepancy between 
the forwards and reverse motion. althOl.Jgh it is unknown throl.lqh whi<;h mechanism this is occurring 
7.3.2 Ramp Tests 
The ramp climbinQ tests highlighted a lew points. The speed at which the platform traverses the slope IS 
'nearly proportional to the speed given to the cootroller. The maxirT'llJm current requirements to climb the 
slope increase as the speed increases. The current profile as the platform climbs a slope can be seen in 
Figure 7.23. The current first Increases to one level as the platlorm transitions from being on a horizontal 
surtace to SlttinQ on the slope, As the platform climbs the slope. the current draw increases to a new high and 
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F;gure 7.31 The stairs on which the stair cl imb ng tests were performed. 
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Figure 7 32: A pot of platform speed during the stair cli rrbi ng tests. 
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FigtJre 7,33: The wrren! draw by the platform whi le dimbng stalr~ at variou~ ~peeds _ 
Fg.Jre 7.34; The view from the front al1d rear facing cameras while climbing a S9! of stairs., 
FigtJre 7.35: The ~atform dimbno a Sleeper sal of stairs. 
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Figure 7.36 The pjatform driving thrC>Uil0 a standard si.e entry triangle (Image courtesy of Richard Whitte-
more). 
then drops from this high as the platform continues cllmblr'g The platform climbs sk:lpes at approximately 
the same speed at whicr it travels over flat ground, aHrougr the current draw is slightly righer. 
7.3.3 Turning Tests 
The platform was initially unable to perform an OIl-the-spot turn al any speed as the motors had insufficient 
torque to overcome the friction between tile drive belts and floor. Using a spring balance to measure the 
force required to slide the robot across tre floor, the frictIOn coefficient between Ine tracks and the floor 
was calculated and the cabJlations in Section 5.6.3 were perbrmed to establish the torque requirements 
to perform an on-the-spot turn and new motors and gearboxes were fitted. 
After the modificatiorl, the motors had sufficient tCO"que to spin the platform, but the forces exerted on the 
tracks were sufficient to cause significant misalig ntTl6nt to the tracks. This ultimately limits the atil~y of the 
platform to turn. 
7.3.4 Obstacle Climbing Tests 
The obstacle climbing tests indicated that the platform can capatiy clmb orio and over obstacles using 
the !lippers, Of note is that the highest current draw during the obstacle dmbing lest occurred during the 
use 01 the flippers to place the platform onlo the platform. Also lhe flippers rotate significantly faster than 
necessary. and indeed at anything but the slowest speeds rotate too last to be easily placed. Additionally 
the keys used to attacll tile flipper drive shatts to the flippers were not perfectly seated and caused a certain 
amount of pay in tre motion of the flippers 
7.3.5 Stair Climbing Tests 
The platform climbed stairs at roughly the same speed and current draw as the 30" slope. which could be 
expected as the slope 01 me stairs i5 approximately 30" . During the chmbirlg of the stairs it was noted that 
the feet bonded 10 the track were ripped off ruring c~mbing. Also, occasionally as 0"'" side was suppCO"ted 
on a foot while climbmg the stairs. the foot would s~p off the edge of the stall and cause the platform to 
momentatily lose footing 
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7.4 Concluding Remarks 
Testing showed that the platform had sufficient torque to manoeuvre over and around the desired obstacles. 
The major shortcoming of the platform revolves around issues with track alignment The next chapter goes 
on to draw some conclusions on the testing and construction of the platform and to make some recommen-
dations for future work. 
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ChapterS 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The design. construction and testing of the robot platform has produced valuable insights into the direction 
future development should take. This chapter first draws conclusions as to the functioning and performance 
of the current platform, and then goes on to make recommendations for future work. 
8.1 Conclusions 
8.1.1 Mechanical Design 
The greatest difficulty with the development of this platform was in meeting the tight space constraints 
imposed by the need to fltwithin the entry triangle. The decision to place the motors within the drive pulleys 
created challenging design constraints which were ultimately successfully overcome. The drive system 
design at the front of the platform successfully moves weight distribution forward for added stability while 
climbing stairs and inclines and opens up considerable space within the platform itself. This is useful for 
maximising the amount of additional equipment which can be added to the platform, which is important 
considering the multi-purpose obiective of the design. The compact mechanical layout of the motors and 
gears within the front pulleys successfully drives the platform while still allowing the constraints of the entry 
triangle to be met. 
The platform was initially underpowered. This was resolved by changing the gearbox ratios on the drive and 
flipper motors, this came at the expense of speed, but the platform is still fast enough. to operate effectively. A 
few assumptions ted to the specification of underrated motors for the platform. The first was the assumption 
of the toading on the drive and flipper motol'S. The mass of the robot was initially estimated to be 2Okg, 
which was an under-estimation, esp8Ciany considering the additional mass from sensors and a manipulator 
arm being attached to the robot. 
A second estimate which proved to be incorrect was the torque requirements of a differential drive tracked 
vehicle. At the time of design, the exact belt material and configuration was unknown,. previous experience 
bad shown that the performing an on-the-spot tum was a challenging task for a tracked vehicle. especially 
with high: levels of grip between the tracks and ground. The difficulty of estimating the torque required by a 
tracked vehicle to perform a tum led to mistaken assumption that, should the motor be abfe to lift the robot 
vertically, it should be abfe to perform a stationary turn. This assumption was found to be incorrect during 
testing. 
The third mistake with regards to motor selection was that the motors could be used beyond their rated 
specifications for useful periods of time. The motor selection documentation indiCated that the limiting factor 
with regards to motor performance was the temperature of the motor windings exceeding safe limits. Care· 
was then taken to mount each motor so as to allow for additional cooling. Testing revealed this. to be a 
pointless exercise. The motor controllers would not allow the motors to operate above their specified limits, 
which reduced; the estimated output of the motors. 
A success of the design was the tight packaging of the motors within the front drive pulleys, this freed up 
significant amounts of space for other equipment to be mounted internally in the platform. One downside 
to this design choice is the difficulty of routing wiring into the front drums to drive the motors. This presents 
perhaps the most significant obstacle to quickly assembling or disassembling the robot. 
The polyurethane timing belt used as the drive track was found to be successful in that is was lighter, simpler 
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and more durable than belts made up of multiple elements. The downside of using this method of drive is 
that the belts had a tendency to walk off their pulleys. Although this was anticipated and steps were taken 
to ensure the belts could not shift completely off from the pulleys, the extent to which the belts would walk 
was not anticipated and as such these steps were insufficient. The tendency of the belts to drift either into 
the spine or the outside retaining pins resulted in significant amounts of power being lost to friction under 
certain circumstances. 
The flipper arms operate at a much higher speed than necessary and should ideally have more torque 
to more easily lift the platform. The flipper motors are: currently fitted with the largest possible reduction 
gearbox and adding a further reduction would have to be done by either redesigning the platform to accom-
modate different motors, or by modifying the flipper drive train to include a larger reduction. 
8.1.2 Erectrfcaf and Electronic Design 
The: electrical sub-systems proved themselves to be suitably robust in testing. The power distribution board 
functioned as required, although tightly packaging the board, within the platform proved challenging. Dealing 
with attachments to the board is most easily done by removing the board from the platform, which is not 
ideal. 
The Ubiquiti RouterStation Pro, 2 of which comprised the communication subsystem, proved itself to be a 
reliabre, Iow-cost and extensible solution for wireless communication with the platform. One challenge with 
these boards is their configuration. This issue became apparent during the pfatforms trip to the RoboCup 
conference in Mexico, where unknown communications issues could not be qulckJy rectified. A further point 
worth considering is that the RouterStation has been discontinued by the manufacturer and as such a 
different solution might be more appropriate going forward. 
The Maxon motor controllers were simple to interface with and proved reliable and problem free during 
testing. The one caveat is the lack of a built-in ability to lock the motor shaft in place at low speeds. The 
result of this was that when a torque was applied to the motor under the locked state it would slowly rotate, 
although not as fast as if the motor was not locked, this was an issue when stopping on a slope or using the 
flipper arms. 
8.1.3 Software Design 
The software development for the platform was primarily in the form of an application to read the state of a 
joystick or other such device attached to a control station and then relay this information over the network 
connection to the platform. On the platform this data was converted into values for setting the speed of the 
individual motors. The requirements of the software were that it should be small, fast and quickly portabfe 
across whatever computer may be on hand. This was accomplished by using native WindowsTil API's 
(Win32), to write an application using as basic a feature set of the operating system as possible, and 
embedding these functions within the software: through static linking rather than relying on the host system 
to provide the suitable libraries. 
For the wider project, the decision was made that future development would take place with the National 
Instruments LabVIEW development environment. LabVIEW is a graphical programming environment de-
Signed to increase productivity in engineering and scientific applications. Further development of software 
for the: robot platform is likely to make use of National Instruments tools. 
8.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
The priority for future work on the platform is to correct issu&s which arose during the construction and 
testing of the platform. Beyond this recommendations are given to extend the functionality beyond what 
was designed: for the current platform. 
8.2~1 Drive Track Alignment 
At present the drive tracks are kept in alignment by four pins on each side. This masks the underlying 
problem that the tracks have a tendency to walk off the pulleys. Tests showed that the drive: pulleys are as 
square as could. be realistically achieved with the spine:. A modification to the drive pulleys providing a inside 
and outside lip to prevent the belt from moving on the pulley would be desirable as this would eliminate the 
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Figure 8.1 : Undesired tensioning of drive belts caused by drive belt feet. 
friction caused by the belt rubbing against the spine or alignment pins. A solution to this issue is currently 
under development by David Lwabona, an M.Sc student in the Robotics and Agents Research Laboratory. 
8.2.2 Drive Track Tensioning 
The centre distance between drive pulleys is currently too large. This has the effect of making the fitting and 
removal of the drive belts more difficult than it shourd be. (deally a test setup consisting of pulleys with an 
adjustable centre distance should be constructed to determine an ideal center distance for this application. 
The ideal centre distance would be such that the drive belt can be slipped onto the drive pulleys with minimal 
force, but does not require a large amount of slack to be taken up by the tensioning system as this would 
lead to an overly large tensioning system. 
8.2.3 Ddve Track Support 
At present there is a small gap between the drive pulley and the siclepod to which the track skid plate is 
attached. When lugs were attached to the track. as the lug move into this gap the weight of the platform 
caused the track to tension as the portion of track to which the lug was attached sunk into the gap. a 
representation of this can be seen in Figure 8.1. This could be countered by increasing the thickness of the 
track skid plates fitted to the sidepod. This would have the benefit of effectively shortening the track-base 
of the robot, decreasing the torque requirements to tum the robot, although this might increase the friction 
in the drive system as the drive belts w ll constantly be rubbing on the skid plate. Another potential solution 
to this issue would be to change the size or arrangement of the drive pulleys. Smaller pulleys, or pulleys 
moved upwards with respect to the sidepods, would also ensure that lugs on the tracks would only ride on 
the skids underneath the sidepods. Another solution would be to minimise the gap between the sidepod 
and the drive pulleys, or to extend the skids into a groove in the drive pulleys so that there is no gap for the 
drive tracks to run into. 
8.2.4 Motor Control 
Position control is required for all motors on the platform. For the drive motors, position control is necessary 
to ensure the motors can be braked, and that the platform will not roll down a ramp or staircase when 
stopping halfway up. The flipper motors need position contro~ both to accurately place the flippers, and to 
make sure that the flippers will remain in position when a load is applied to them. Braking could also be 
achieved through the use of a mechanical brake, although this would add weight and increase complexity. 
A position control system is currently under development by David Lwabona. 
8.2.5 WIring and Front Drive System layout 
The primary wiring problem with the platform is the routing of cables. into the drive pulleys. This results 
from limited space due to the maximum width of the robot being limited by the necessity offltting within an 
entry triangle, and the length of the motors defining the width of each drive pulley. Larger diameter driVe 
pulley bearings would. create more space, but even the current bearings are significantly overrated for the 
application in which they're being used, and were chosen based on the space they provided. for wiring. and 
structures to fit through rather than their load rating. Larger bearings of the same type are only commonly 
available in sizes which are too thick to be realistically used in the front drive system. Solid bushings could 
be investigated for use instead of rolling bearings. As neither the loads nor the speeds present in the drive 
system are large, bushings could be manufactured and thus provide more flexibility in the design of the 
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8.2. Recommendations for Future Work 
FgJre 8.2: The current spine 
Figure 8.3 The spme with modified front and rear for soli<:! bearings and direct motor attachment 
drive syst&m. This could also alklw for a more compact and rigid dnve ass&mbly. The spine as shown in 
Figure 8.2, collld be modilied as p&r Fiour& 8.3 10 all ow the the motors to be fixed dlfoctly to the spme and 
the rolling bearing to be replaced with solid beatings as per Figure 8.4. 
8.2.6 Platf(lrm Weight 
Many problems are exacerbated or even created by the weighi: 01 the ~atform A light&r platform is ultimately 
more transportatle. has lower power requi rements. has tower stresseol on components and thus should be 
more re~able. Weight redllCtion would be most easily achi&\I\ld throuOh r&design or machining away s&ctions 
01 the spine, the heaviest single component. Most components coold be made s'gnlficantly thinner, as even 
with the current weiOht of the platfo rm, th fl\l are thicker than they ne&d to be. The spina lor instance coold 
be modified as shown in Figure 8.S to remove a substantial portion of the spine to reduce maSS and allow 
no 
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_ ________________________ ,e,."'c' _""'=c._m_n:~_,"_,_t~~s for Futur?~_o_' 
Figure 8,4 : The tul ly modif ied spine with solid bearillgs shown III blue_ 
Figure 8.5: The spme W1th carter section cut out to reoooo weiQht 
lor the electronics situated within to potentially be removable on a slide out assembly 
8.2.7 Flipper Drive 
The fl'PP"rs shoold idaaWy operate at rnlJ<:h lower speed with g-eater torque. Replacing the motors and 
gearboxes would be both challenging and costly. A more flexioie and cost effective solution would t>e to 
redesi<;J n the Ilipper drive !r,,;r to accommodate a larger final reduction. 
8.2.8 Power DistribtJtion System 
The currert power distr't>utlon system pro~ides only basic functionaiity. Ideally a power dlstribufton board 
should allow to! individual power lines or even components to 00 turred on and off, preferably by some 
remote command. This waulO allow for Ilasic troubleshooting without requinnQ the robot to be remINed lrom 
its envirCKlment. It would also be desiraole to measure the current being CCKlSlll11ed by different devices on 
the platform, and provide informatlon as to the I€'v~ 01 charge of the oattery system. David Lwabona is 
currently testing a new power distrilxitior board wh\;:;h implements all 01 these leatures 
8.2.9 Operator Interlace 
The current operator Inteliace allows lor on~ basic manipulation of the indl~ldual motors. For deployment of 
the platform in complex situations it would be necessary to have more fine gralred cortroi over the motors. 
espec-rally the Ilipper motors. and also to have access to the video leeds CKl the platlorm. 
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8.3. Concluding Remarks 
8.3 Concluding Remarks 
Familiarity and insights gained during the construction and testing of the platform are presented in the 
preceding sections. Perhaps the most critical aspects from the author's point of view would be a redesign 
of the front drive system, allowing for easier disassembly, a more rigid construction and easier access to 
components. Following this in importance would be a reduction in weight, probabry most easily achieved 
through a modification of the spine. Improvements to the electronics and software are already underway at 
the time of writing. 
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Appendix A 
Weight Breakdown 
The weight 01 the platform S C'itically irrpoctant aoo has an effect on almost aM aspects of periormance. As 
su;h a detailed breakdown of the we.cj1ts of all compooonts, corrp led by David Lwabona is given in thi s 
Appendix. This should be useful In deterlli ri ll\l where attention shoukl be rocussed for reducing the weight 
01 the platform 
A.1 Component Weights 
A Q'aphical representation of the weight breakdown of the platform IS shown in F>gure A. t. A detailed table 
of the var'ous component wei~hts is g;ven in Table A. I 
Rear Pulleys 
t 9k~ 
Drive Tracks 50/. ;~ A'-r------
Front Pulleys 
7.5kg 
20'% 
Sioopods 
12..7kg 
FiQure A. i: A visual representation of the weight breakdown of the platform. 
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I"~ 
A.1. Component Weights 
Table A.1 : Table of component weights in grams. Quantity refers to the number 
of components on the entire platform rather than in each sub-assembly. 
I Component I Quantity I Unit Weight (g) I Total Weight (g) I 
Spine 8591 
Centre spine 1 4960 4960 
Sidepoct Support Rails 4 40 160 
Mount Plate 1 1870 1870 
Mount Plate Rear Support 1 170 170 
Light Housing Inner 4 20 80 
Ught Housing Outer 4 20 80 
LED Mount 4 10 40 
Camera Cover 2 6 12 
Fan 1 90 90 
Arm t() Base Interface 1 240 240 
Front Cable Cover 1 9 9 
Rear Gear Cover 1 130 130 
Rear Shaft Cover 1 60 60 
Rear Flipper Drive Gear 1 50 50 
Rear Flipper Idler Gear 2 60 120 
Rear Flipper Gear 1 70 70 
Rear Ripper Drive Shaft 1 40 40 
Rear Flipper Drive Idler Shaft 2 15 30 
Rear Flipper Shaft 2 60 120 
Rear Flipper Coupling 2 100 200 
SKF608 6 10 60 
S s 12749 
Sidepod Bottom 2 1090 2180 
SidepodTop 2 940 1880 
Sidepod Upright 3 467 1401 
Rear Motor Mount 1 430 430 
Rear Motor Clamp 1 90 90 
Track Tensioning Bar 6 120 720 
Track Tensioning Bar Holders 6 3 18 
Outside Hub Support 4 200 800 
Sidepod Side Cover 2 355 710 
Slider Clamp 12 5 60 
Battery Ejector Plate 4 20 80 
Battenas 6 610 3660 
Battery Gui(je Plate and Contact Holder 2 360 720 
DriVe Pulleys 2 3740 7480 
Pulley 2 610 1220 
Front pulley InSide COver 2 140 280 
Front Pulley Outside COver 2 100 200 
Outside ~nter 2 20 40 
Motor Mount 1 2 210 420 
Motor Mount 2 2 60 120 
Motor Mount 3 2 90 180 
Motor Mount Connect 2 140 280 
Rear Pulleys 2 950 1900 
Rear Pulley Inside Cover 2 110 220 
Rear Pulley Outside Cover 2 140 280 
Pulley 2 610 1220 
Flipper 4 1030 4120 
Flipper Inside Plate 4 190 760 
Flipper Arm Plate 4 120 480 
Flipper pulley 4 90 360 
Flipper Small Pulley 4 90 360 
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A.2. Concluding Remarks 
I Component I Quantity I Unit Weight (g) I Total Weight (g) I 
Flipper Track Support 8 40 320 
Flipper Arm Hub 4 70 280 
small pulley Hub 4 10 40 
Small Pulley Nut 10 4 40 
Small Pulley Shaft 4 5 20 
Ripper Tensioner 8 7.5 60 
Flipper Rear Brace 4 15 60 
Flipper Track 4 210 840 
Flipper Pulley Bearing 4 80 320 
Flipper Shaft Bearing 4 60 240 
Other 
Drive· Tracks 2 1400 2800 
Maxon Motor 5 860 4300 
Maxon Motor Controller (In Box) 5 180 900 
Maxon Motor Controller (Board) 5 30 150 
Sum/Total 188 37640 
Rescue robot with all components, electronlcs~ fasteners, wiring and sundries 42700 
A.2 Concluding Remarks 
The sidepocls are the heaviest sub-assemblies, their mass being primarily determined by the batteries and 
the 4 structural members in each sidepod (sidepod top, sidepod bottom. and sidepod uprights). The spine 
sub-assembly, the next biggest sub-assembly has its mass primarily made up of the weight of the spine 
itself. These assemblies present the greatest oppurtunity for reducing the mass of the platform, particularly 
in modifying the spine and sidepocl structural members to reduce their mass. 
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Appendix X 
Drawings 
latform 
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